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Low turnout
Election
draws little
excitement
BY C.O. BRADLEY
VIEWPOINT EOITOR ANO

jENNIFER SACHARNOSKI
STAFF WRITER

..

Turnout for this week's
presidential election was one
of the lowest in history.
Many cited a lack of quality
candidates, a Jess than excit. ing campaign season, as well
as foregone conclusions
regarding the outcome, as
reasons for staying home.
Basically,
little
has
changed. · Bill Clinton, a
Democrat, retained the
White House, and the
Republicans kept control of
Congress.
Students at Murray State
reflected the national apathy
trend. While some were supporting certain candidates,
most seemed generally unexcited about the choices.
Some students were upset
about the Dole's loss.
"It is a direct reflection of
the way that Americans
think short term and not long
tenn," said Jeff Cline, senior
from Versailles.
"I'm upset Dole did not win

because he had a better
image," said Dale Vanover,
junior from Madisonville. "Jt
seems that there is always
something shady going on
with Clinton."
On the other hand, those
students who are Clinton
fans were happy.
"I am pleased," said
Amanda Haney, freshman
.......--........-- ...,...,f r o m
Anit'll Louisville.
"I feel that
things are
going
to
remain
stable,
because
B i l l
Clinton
was
reelected,
.....,.......;.;;.;..;..............,._, and
the
Republicans are the majority (in
Congress). I feel Clinton
relates to the American public well."
"I knew Clinton was going
to win," said Terri Bowin,
junior from Cleveland. "They
didn't even need to have an
election."
Some students voted for
what they considered the
lesser of two evils.
"I agreed with Dole on most
issues, but 1 was not ~s
mayed that Clinton won,"
said Jason Sykes, sophomore

Mirror Image .
make-up still looks much the
with President Bill Clinton retaining
e White House while Republicans main·
a majority in the House and Senate.

~n\/ornrnolnt

from Paducah.
"I didn't think Clinton did a
bad job in his first four years,
so I don't think he can do
much worse," said John
Pieszchalski, freshman from
Dubois, lll.
"Dole wouldn't help the
student's financial situation,
so I'm pleased with Clinton,"
said Shelly Cheirs, freshman
from Hickman.
"I voted for Perot because
Clinton iR a crook, Dole voted
against education, and I didn't feel Jack Kemp was a
good vice-president," said
Kala Talley, freshman from
Kevil.
"I was going to vote
Republican, but the state of
the union was positive and
the breaking of 6,000 by the
Dow
(Jones
Industr ial
Average) was to me a sign of
good economic leadership by
the current administration,
so I voted to keep the status
quo," said Steven Stroud,
sophomore from Henderson.
There were also students
who just did not seem to have
any faith in the system.
"I really don't think there
was anyone out there worth
voting for," said Lyndsie
Schutte, freshman from
Covington.
"'Both candidates were
ridiculous, so I wrote in a
name," said Nicole Ramey,
freshman from Louisville.

President
Democrat:

Bill CllntoniAI Gore

45,599,094

50 %

37,842,270

41 %

Republican:

Bob Dole/Jack Kemp
RefOrm:
Rou Perot1Pat ChOate
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Republicans lose 9 seats, but still retain
majority.
Rep
Dem lnd
104th Congress
236
198
1
105th Congress
207
1
227

In a local race:

Republican:

Ed Whitfield

111,503

Democrat
Dennis NuB

98,715

Senate

•

Republicans gain 2 seats and retain
majority.
Rep
Dem
104th Senate
53
47
105th Senate
55
45

In a local race:

Republican:
Mitch McConnell

717,503

Democrat:
Steve Beahear

554,974

Source:UPI/The Paducah Sun

Jon Lowry/Graphics Manager

This election season is finally
over, which means no more
mud-slinging commercials, no
more politicians talking about
where their opponents live, or
which one kicks their dog.... at
least for awhile. So, before we
drop the subject for the next
few weeks (because that is
when the next presidential
election talk will start), let's
get out the crystal ball and
look ahead four years.

Republicans
Front-runner:
•Jack Kemp: He appeared
from the far reaches of obscuri-

is slightly more conservative
than Gore but is hurt by a lack
of exposure in comparison to
Gore.

~0~
.
Democrats

ty this summer with his nomi·
I
nation as vice-president on the
; .
.
GOP ticket. Kemp, who had all .
but retired from politics, is one
of the few people in the party from Mississippi, Lott is a riswho can make both wings ing star in the party. A hardnosed Gingrichite, his appeal
happy: He is the poster boy for
is
to the more conservative
the supply-siders, and reliwing of the party.
gious conservatives like his
stand on abortion and strong
religious background.
Also-rans:
Dark Horses:
• Pat Buchanan: No explanation
necessary.
• Connie Mack: The junior senator from Florida was on the
very short list for VP. Young, • Colin Powell: He missed his
energetic and enthusiastic, he time. When the next election
rolls around, it will have been
is everything Dole was not.
a full decade since Desert
•Trent Lott: The Senate major- Stonn, and political memory
ity leader and junior senator goes only so far.

chance
BY C.D. BRADLEY

House

Kemp vs. Gore looks good for 2000
VIEWPOINT EDITOR

GOP
•
m1sses

Front Runner:
• A1 Gore: The VP has grown
mightily since running a short
primary campaign in '88. He Also·rans:
does not come across as a deer • Tom Harkin, Paul Simon,
in the headlights on the stump Robert Kerry: Run every time,
anymore, and along with lose every time. 'Nuff said.
Kemp, could make the next
In all probability, it will be
election more about substan- Kemp vs. Gore in four years.
tive issues than any in recent This is a match of two thoughtmemory. Gore is an extremely ful, intelligent men, both more
strong candidate, and might ideological and idealistic than
run with minimal opposition.
political. We just might finally
see a campaign more about
Dark Horses:
issues than• personal attacks.
• Bill Bradley: The former sen· And for the first time in most
ator from New Jersey consid- of our lives we will have a
ered running as independent choice between two candidates,
this year. A moderate, Bradley and not the lesser of two evils.

The Republican • Party is
thanking their lucky stars they
held on to Congressional
majorities in Tuesday's elections. But with a little foresight
and strategy, their prize could
have been much greater.
The GOP had everything
going their way. A stunning victory in the 1994 elections, coupled with low approval ratings
of Bill Clinton and questions of
his political relevancy could
have devastated the Democrats
and installed the GOP as the
majority party.
They just could not put the
pieces together. The Congress
tried too hard, pushing too far
to the right too quickly and
alienating the moderate voters
they needed to overtake the
Democrats. The GOP could not
find a strong candidate for president, someone who would take
the fight to Clinton. Their
strongest would-be candidates,
such as Jack Kemp and Colin
Powell, dropped out early, leaving Bob Dole to take the nomination with only a minimal
challenge.
Although Dole is an American
hero and was an effective legislator, he was not the man to
take on Clinton, Not only was
he a weak candidate, his strategy was nonexistent.
If Dole had found a message
and stuck to it, he might have
been able to make it a race.
Instead, he veered around like a
drunken tanker captain, one
day tallcing about Clinton's
scandals, the next day talking
about how he was the candidate
to trust, the day after that, he
would focus on his tax cut proposal.
That proposal was a problem
See O PPORTUNITY/14

Lack of petition means no wet/dry vote for Murray
BY

C.O. BRADLEY

VIEWPOINT EDITOR

Contrary to popular belief, a
wet/dry vote in Murray probably will not be corning up any
time soon. The earliest a vote
could take place is late spring,
according to Calloway County
Court Clerk Ray Coursey.
"There has been a lot of talk,
and 1 want to squelch those
rumors," Coursey said.
Certain steps which have not
been taken are required before
the question can be voted upon.
First, a petition must be circulated and turned into the
County
Clerk's
office.
According to KRS 242.020, the

petition must have the signatures of a number of people,
equal to 25 percent of the votes
cast in the last general election,
who live in Murray and are registered to vote here. Nearly
4,800 votes were cast in
Murray in Tuesday's election,
meaning a petition would need
1,200 legitimate signatures.
After the petition is turned
in, the names are checked, and
if the requirements are met, a
date is set for the Local Option
Election, which is the official
title for a wet/dry vote. The
election can be no earlier than
60 days and no longer than 90
days after the petition is
turned in. The election cannot

The People's Bank of Murray has bestowed a
gih of $250,000 to the University
to be used for a new Center for
Banking and Finance.

6
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and I want to squelch
those rumors.

'

Ray Coursey
be on the same day as another
election, and only one Local
Option Election can be held in
a territory every three years.
Murray, as a third-class city,
can only vote to go completely
wet or stay completely dry. It

must decide as a town, meaning it cannot be divided into
wet and dry precincts.
The last two wet/dry elec·
tions were held in 1985 and
1988. Two main activists were
Ken Wolf, who supported going

Keeping off those holiday pounds
might be much easier
than you once
thought.

8

"Generally speaking I hope it
doesn't come back up," Dale
said. "It is a lot of work and
strain."
Dale is involved in the Dry
League, a group which keeps a
watch on the issue across the
state. He said the group has
been meeting monthly for the
last 10 or 12 years.
Dale was also involved in
opposing the Paris, Tenn.,
liquor by the drink vote. It is
legal in Paris to sell beer and
package liquors, but it is illegal
to sell alcoholic drinks in bars
and restaurants. The measure
was
narrowly
defeated
Tuesday, 1,721 to 1,674 - a
margin of 47 votes.

Index

Sports

Weight watchers

Eager Endowment

,-, -

a lot of talk,
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News

•

'

There. has been .

wet, and John Dale, who sup·
ported staying dry. Dry forces
won both times.
Wolf, a professor in the
department of history, was ·a
major figure in the 1985 vote
but did not get involved .in
1988, and be said he would not
get involved if it carne up again.
"I'm too busy doing other
stuff, so they would have to do
it without me," Wolf said. "I
was involved in 1985. I advised
the people running the campaign."
John Dale, the minister at
the Glendale Road Church of
Christ, was heavily involved in
the last two elections and is not
looking forward to another one.

High noon
The long-awaited duel between
Murray State and
Eastern Kentucky is
for the OVC crown.

11
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l'nternational study fair set

The Murray State News
November 8, 1996

WEEK IN PREVIEW

The fourth annual Murray State Study Abroad fair will be
Thursday, Nov. 14 from 11 a .m. to 2 p.m . on the second floor of
the Curris Center.
Students may choose from 34 programs representing 23 different countries and receive Murray State University credit in all
programs. The Study Abroad Fair will provide information
about financial aid.
Free international food and information about the programs
will be provided.

Friday, November 8

.

•Auction - Holiday a rt auction, 8 p.m., Eagle Gallery, 4th floor,
P rice Doyle Fine Arts Center. Reception at 6 p.m. P ublic invited.
•Recital - Craig Maxey, oboe and Richard Scott, piano, 8 p.m., Farrell Recital Hall, Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.
•Exhibition - Cobey Delk, one pe rson exhibition, (through Nov. 17),
Upper Eagle Gallery.
•Penny wars - National Residence Hall Honorary sponsors a fundraising drive for the· United Way. Donation jars located at the front
desk of residential colleges.
I

Church offers Thanksgiving meal

Sunday, November 10

The First Christian Church, 111 N . 5th St., invites students
who are unable to go home for the Thanksgiving holiday, to
come to the church for a Thanksgiving meal, on Nov. 28, at
11:30 a .m., in the church fellowship hall.
Reservations must be made by Friday, Nov. 22. For more
information call 753-3024.

-concert - Josh Cullins, piano, 3:30 p.m., Lovett Auditorium. Murray Civic Music Association or valid Murray Sta te University J.D.
required for admission.
•Meeting - Murray Christian Fellowship, 7 p.m .. Murray Christian
Fellowship campus house.
•Meeting - Overeaters Anonymous, 7:30 p.m., Private Dining Room
at Murray-Callaway County Hospital. .

Faculty soprano performs

Monday, November 11

Murray State University faculty member Susan Kane, a
soprano, will give a vocal performance on Tuesday, Nov. 12 at 8
p.m. in Farrell Recital Hall.
Kane is a third-year music faculty member who teaches voice
lessons and music education courses.
,
The recital will include pieces from composers such as Mozart,
Handel and Bach.
Also playing at the recital will be faculty member John
Schlabach, trumpet and Scott Erickson, bassoon.

•Meeting- College Republicans, 4:30 p.m., C urris Center, Barkley
Room.
•Meeting - Campaign for Health Enhancement. Education and
Research, 7 p.m., Cha mber of Commerce Center.
•Meeting - Overeaters Anonymous, 7:30 p.m., Private P ining Room
at Murray-Callaway County Hospital.
•Exhibition - Gary Chapman, paintings, (through Dec. 18), Eagle
Gallery.
•Scheduling - Advanced scheduling for the spring 1997. For more
information about scheduling get the 1997 Schedule of Classes.

Tuesday, November 12

Volunteer center seeking help

•Assembly - All Greek assembly, 7 p.m .• Lovett Auditorium.

The Campus Connection Volunteer Center, a division of American Humanics, is searching for volunteers among Murray State
Gwen Oyas/staff
faculty, staff and students.
The 14t h annua l AERho auction began Nov. 6. O ne of the m any
•The Murray Family YMCA needs volunteers to help with a
stude nt volunteers looks t hrough the view finder of his camera at
Christmas parade. float for Dec. 7 and at day camps on Dec. 20, • Kandi Bradford and Ginger Hicks as they try to sell do nated
23, 26 and 27 from 6:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
Items to t he highest bidder. All the money raised will help sup• The 4-H Council needs volunteers to be club leaders to assist
por1: Murray State's radio/television depal"tment.
members with projects.
• The Kentuckianna Girl Scouts need long-term volunteers to
help with troops.
American Humanics needs volunteers to help with Project
The G~mma Xi chapter of Alpha Gamma Delta will have its
Harvest, a food drive for families in need.
annual Rock-A-Thon, Friday and Saturday.
For more information call Shannon Hall at 762-6117.
The sorority members will be rocking for 24 hours in the Curria Center Rocking Chair Lounge.
Raffle tickets offering the chance to win a variety of prizes are
being sold for $1.
Rock-A-Thon profits go to the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation
Tutoring labs are offered in the Learning Center, Lowry Build- for the distribution of financial aid to sisters who have been victims to a natural disaster, have medical emergencies or a suding in the following subjects: physics, IDC, mathematics, bioloden loss of income.
gy, ch emistry and open writing.
For more information call the Alpha Gamma Delta house at
International student tutoring sessions also available. For
753-3943.
more information call 762-2666.

Sisters rock the night away

Learning Center offers tutoring
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The Murray State News is distributed
free to students, faculty and staff during
the fall and spring semesters. Newspapers
should be available by 9 a.m. on Fridays at
the following buildings on campus;
Curris Center, Winslow Cafeteria, Wells
Hall, Sparks Hall, Wilson Hall, Business
Building, Faculty Hall, Blackburn Science.
Ane Arts. Stewart Stadium, Physical Plant,
Mason Hall, Waterfield Library, Industry
and Technology Center, Ordway Hall and
lowry Center.
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This newspaper is a member of
Associated Collegiate Press, Columbia
Scholastic Press Association. Kentucky
Press Association. and Kentucky
Intercollegiate Press Association.

This newspaper is printed on recycled
newsprint at The Murray Ledger & Times.
1001 Whltnell Ave., Murray, Ky. 42071 .
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753-9697
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Murray, KY 42071-3301
World Wide Web http://www.thenews.org
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Central Shopping Center

111 Wilson Hall, 2609 University Station

Thursday, November 14
•Painting - "Behind Des igns," 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m., Currls Center, Rocking Chair Lounge . .
•Performance - Gilbert and S ullivan's H.M.S. Pinafore, 7 p .m.,
Robert E. Johnson Theate r.
•Meeting - Self Help for Hard of Hearing People, 7 p.m., Curris
Center.
•Ensemble - Percussion ensemble, 8 p.m., Lovett Auditorium.

Judicial

~~~~~~M~

M:NEWS

Wednesday, November 13
•Lunch - Twin Tower Dining Room, 11:30 a.m., Room 204 Applied
Science North. $4.50 per person. For reservations call 762-3384.
•Meeting - Overeaters Anonymous, 5:30 p.m., Private Dining Room
at Murray-Callaway County Hospital.
•Meeting - Murray C hristian Fellows hip, 6:30 p.m., Murray Christian
Fellowship campus house.
•Meeting - Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship, 7 p .m., Currls Center
Theater.
•Aiding - Open riding, Murray State University West Kentucky
Exposition Cente r. For mo re information call 762-3125.
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Rock-a-thon
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Do you feel lilce yo11
are well informed about
your rights, or are you 11

•

zn

student who struggles to
remember your privileges granted by tile u.s.
Constitution?
Tod11y, an overwhelming number of •
court cases involve the

"""

by Amy Ponder,

Associate Eilitor

Fourth protects residents
from searches, seizures
The June 1996 decision of
the Massachusetts Supreme
Court in the case of Common·
wealth v. Neilson involved the
discovery of two four-foot marljuana plants by a college official during a search for a cat
which was believed to be living
in the student's room.
The 23-year-old student had
signed a residence hall contract
when he moved into his room
which stated that "residence
staff members would enter
rooms to inspect for hazards to
health or personal safety."

begun the search of the atudent's room to ensure that the cat
had been removed as instructed earlier that day.
While searching for the cat,
the official saw a light emanating from the closet and in fear
that the light might have been/
a fire hazard he opened the
doors to find the marijua~
plants growing under lights~U
In addition to the plants, fertilizer and numerous oth&t
materials for marijuana cultivation and use were found.
Officials stopped the search

State College campus police to
assist them.
The police entered the room
and took pictures of the evidence before confiscating the
plants and growing supplies
with the help of university officials.
Th) Supreme Court of Massachustf:ts affirmed the district
judge's'~ling.
The ~trict judge ruled that
~e.....watrantless search of the
donni~m by the campus
police ,~Violat~~t~fendant's
. Con~~tutional rights, and all

The Supreme Court based its
judgement on the Fourth
Amendment which it said
applies when police search a
dorm in a public college, as the
dorm room has been called the
student's "home away from
home."
In order to have been Constitutional)y regarded as reasonable, the search should have
been supported by probable
cause for the search as well as
a search warrant, unless circumstances such as urgency of
the search prec~uded the war-

actions of college stu·
dents nationwide at both
the federal tlnd state
level.
The cases included
in this Focus are recent
decisions of the courts
on issues ranging from
Greelc hazing to dorm
lif•· They have been
Included ro offer you
Insight on tlte way the
courts view vario"'ls col·
~-· f.snres.

W"otc ftC Cllsu lntliUliul on

tltD Jltllll! fall tlllbllle of tlte
J•rislllcrlon of Kl!ntuclcy and
titus would not 1M lllndlng on
~tuclc)l, courts Ill fJ«fllre
C~~S~U, lluf WoAIII pu.llllps serve
to
J•411liJflenU In Ken·
arc:Jcy wittre no pr«cdenu
,..,. liMn set.

*""•eace

challen es hazin
g
g
ve tJli•Ct under Fl•(lt hJ 14 t h.

The uruvemity official~:~ :~:up(rFl~hburg -·ns;;;r~;~tt
Founlt Amendmenr • protects all individuals against
unreasonable searches and seizures, and is designed to
guard the. priv~cy and security of in_d~viduals against
arbitrary mvaswns by government officials.

probable"' cause - reasonabli
t /
.charged.

b~Q
iref of-~the

offense

\

~

•

1

/ \

fraternity before the end of the week,
when the three remaining pledges
Fifth and Fourteenth Amendmentfl prQJ fbit the fedcriminal action agai~st a. fraternity went. through a ,"seven-station circ1~ of
era/ and state governments from depnving any person"" ""'memb~r of~pp~ Alp~.a Ps1_ at South- phystc~ abuse. ~t was at that tune
of life, liberty, or property without due process of law.
"" east Mtssoun State Un vers1ty for the that M1chael Davts blacked out and
~azing death of a pled~
never regained consciousness. He died
~~arious liability- indirect legal reSP,.O.JJSibility; the I
Keith_ Allen, an active em~r of the the next day.
b1l1ty of an employer for the acts of. an employee.
. ater"!ty, repeat~dly bused five
A jury found Allen guilty on all five
1~
P".ales tOr a ~eef m Fe ruary 1~95 counts of the hazing with which he
\\
• .. Mth the asststance of ofrer actlve was charged.
scope of employment- _conduc~ \Y thin he same ger.zer- -~e:riiliers of the fraternity. \\
Allen appealed the judgement on the
al nature as that authorized or m'Cttiental to aut(?ori~d
The hazing included op~n-handed basis that the hazing statute to which
conduct.
~
(\
strikes t'a the chest, back, a9d back of the jury referred was in violation to
~
the neck, as well as cani~ of the hid due process rights granted through
statutes - laws enacted by the Congress of the Unitpledges' fi \and buttocks, ~ks, and the Fifth and Fourteenth Amended States or by the legislatures of eacl;i of the states.
punches t the body, and "bOdy slam- ments. He based his appeal on the
ming"
.1
claim that the statement was "vague,
1
Tw~ oft fi e new mertl"b"'s left the unclear and overbroad."
•

·

In the 1995 Misf<>uri Supreme Court
case State us. Allep., the court upheld a

A

.

n

'

JJ
8{

}

1\.\ '
esr ent as rsta tt actiiiBj '~Sfope
of employmJ~t' ~uring s,~oting
1995 Louisiana Circuit Desp,lte Arvil claimt\tbat the possessi~~Jlln\was prohibited

'-----R-.-d-~----+-=.'~L

--+--!----'

The

.

I

I

:\

\ ..1

When addressing Allen's claim that
the statute was overbroad, the court
noted that such constitutional overbreadth only occurred when a law prevented an activity which is protected
by the Constitution. Again, they noted
that his claim missed the mark by a
"wide margin."

•

Court of Appeals decision in gu.n djscharged •ccidenfally, guns
Emoakemeh v. Southern Universi· were prohibite. by tlie ~&tq.dent
ty, involved injury to a university c9<fe of conduct.
--.....___
1
tennis player when shot by a resi-~
addition,. ,f\rvie lleged that
dent assistant in the dorm.
rJ'hornton ha(l fireatened him
The student injured by gun shot with bodily harm eJ..lier hat day
was Smart Emoakemeh, a Niger)! and he felt he neeaed the ·.pon
ian student.
for protection duri:oi thefdjfp,ute.
In the trial cou~1 fuit b~"iugli\ by
Emo_akemeh intervened in a ver-1
hal d1spute between Raymond Emoakemeh agam:7t An;e, Taylor
Arvie, an RA, and Jonathan and the university the tHal cot¢t
Thornton, a friend of Emoakem&- found Arvie 90 percent responsiole
h's who violated the rules of th~ and Taylor 10 percent responsibldi
residence halls by not wearing &
In addition, tne university was
shirt.
held vicariousb' liable as the
At one point Arvie left the dis~ employer of resi,ent,~ssistants.
pute and obtained a gun from the
The trial court awarded $60,905
room of the Dennis Taylor, anotb- to Emoakemeh.
/
er resident assistant, who had also
Upon appeal, the university
been working when the dispute iii challenged itshiability for the torts
the dorm began.
\ of its employees. The university
When the two began arguing contended that the acts were
again, Emoakemeh intervened clearly out~de th~ scope of
and was shot in the leg by ArVi:.
&mployment on...,tne basis that

r lh

The court rejected the claim and
stated that legislation was only
~equired to use words which were
co~mo~y un~ersto~d by persons of
ordinary mtelhgence.
Since the actual charge aga·n t
Allen was hazing by physical beat~n~,
they found the statute easily defeated
the "vague" and "unclear" claims.

Federal courts are
State cases begin at
and \ and tbe RA's were only
divided into areas called cirthe municipal/eve/ where
respqnsible for i~entifying and
cults, each containing a
local cases are heard.
reporying violation~.
U.S. Circuit Court of
The County or District
university claimed it was
Court of Appeals hears
als, which hear
not Jhe students' job to confront
appeal cases only, and
appeals from the
ottier students abOut infraction,
U.S. District Courts
~---r----\Municipa/ Court.
nor was it in the students' scope of
Appeals from the
which serve as trial
employment to argue with, fight
courts in the feder·
Municipal Court
Yiith, or s~oot ~the~ stud~nts.
a/ system.
advance to the
The uruvers1ty alao pomted out
The trial court
State Supreme
that the two studenf.t' conduct in
is where each
State
Court.
possessing the gun was prohibited
case
is
first
Supreme
by, the university's rule of conduct.
heard and a
Court
In addressing the university's
clalm, the Court of Appeais stated
that the RAs' general actions were
County or District
in furtherance of university interCourt of App~als
ests.\as he was working on the
employer's premises duririg the
ours Of employment.
f The c'ourt found that students
Municipal or County Court
U.S. District Court
were acting within the scope of
(Federal
Trials)
(Local Trials)
their eml?loyment nt the tia1e of
t~ inju.ries.
~ I - ~ .,.__,..4UW~ i?n
Jon Lowry/Graphics Manager
~~
_,.. _... Source: Department of Political Science,
Criminal Justice and Legal Studies
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liN OUR OPINION
IFC, Panhellenic
need to stop acting
like little children
IFC and Panhellenic Council are trying to start a war
with one another. In the process, nothing constructive is
getting done and only animosity is growing between the
organizations.
.
All they have been doing lately is passing rules on each
other's members. First, IFC said sororities cannot have
mixers with non-greek groups, like MSU's sport teams.
Then Panhellenic said sororities cannot have line dances,
attend fraternity events which last longer than two days,
and can only participate in one philanthropy event with
a greek organization per semester.
All it adds up to is nothing. None of these rules does
much of anything except get the other side all riled up.
The two groups need to stop bickering, or the whole situation will end up like a sixth-grade dance: boys on one
side, girls on the other, and no one is talking to anybody.

Voters apathetic
The more things change, the more they stay the same,
it seems. This somewhat tired expression rings particularly true when examining the results of this week's presidential electioiJ.. Bill Clinton will continue to reside in
the White House, and the Republicans still control both
houses of Congress. Same stuff, different election.
While some people may not seem overly enthusiastic
regarding these results, in reality very few of them did
anything to put in their "two cents worth" this election
year.
Why is it that polls prior to the election indicated that
many Americans are less than trusting of our Presiden~,
yet he was reelected by a comfortable, if not landslide,
margin. Probably because the majority of Americans,
even those who are registered voters, did not exercise
their right to vote. More than 50 percent of registered
voters in this country decided to 'sit this one out.' Meanwhile, closer to home, only 58 percent of registered voters
in Kentucky chose to cast their votes - the lowest
turnout since the Reagan/Carter election in 1980.
Though we are reminded every year around election
time about the special nature of our voting rights, most of
us just do not seem to care. We are either too lazy or disillusioned to make our voices heard via the ballot box.
This is a sad development in a country that prides itself
on offering its citizens such a personal stake in what goes
on in their government. Granted, the choices between
candidates are not often easy to make. However, that is a
poor excuse when one considers that citizens of many
countries do not have any say in their government.
We suppose there will always be those who would
rather complain than actually participate, but we also
hope the alarmingly high level of voter apathy will
improve significantly as the nation enters the next century and millennium.
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___.I Schools need to
t•ghten
1
u p and
get b ack to c 1ass
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..E_RS_ _ _ _ _
IFC off base in could just have a party and
informally invite girls from a
barring non-greek sorority
so that it would not
sorority mixers
effect the number of mixers the
To the editor:
Due to the overwhelming
complaints that we have
received over the past week
from sorority members about
the anti-mixer rule that the
IFC has passed, we find it necessary to bring up a few points.
The reason for these complaints is because the IFC has
passed this rule for all of the
wrong reasons. If you talk to
the people who back the IFC on
campus you begin to see that
the reasons given for the AntiMixer rule are not the true reasons at all.
When I questioned people
who backed the IFC proposal,
why they were in favor of it, I
got two answers: 1) we want
athletes to join fraternities,
and 2 ) the mixers take away
fraternities chances to mix
with the the sororities nationals.
The error in the 1st reason is
that Shawn Smee, IFC President, said the Greek population
has risen over the past few
years and be wants to see it
continue to do so. If the population is growing then let it continue to grow. It is obvious that
this is not one of the real reasons behind the IFC's proposal,
instead it is a weak, shady reason that sounds good on paper.
The 2nd reason is one that
really proves the point of the
IFC giving false reasons for the
rule. The athletes accept the
fact that it may take away fraternities chances to get mixers
with sororities due to the number of mixers set by their
nationals. However, when the
athletes suggest that they

sororities have left with fraternities, the IFC and their followers get very defensive and just
say, "No, that can't happen."
When asked why it can't happen, they just say, "It just
can't." This proves there is
something going on other than
what is probably being said.
When you stop and think
about this whole situation you
realize that a mixer between an
athletic team and a sorority
ultimately has no effect on a
fraternity. This anti-mixer rule
shows the insecurity of members of the IFC. The real reasons why they want to stop the
mixers are: 1) they are afraid
that the women enjoy the ath·
letic mixers much more then
their mixers and 2) they are
retaliating against the sororities for not participating in line
dances and other activities at
their events.
This is a pathetic attempt by
the IFC to overrun the sororities and feel somewhat important on this campus. Who are
they to tell sororities who they
can and can't associate with
one night of the week? The IFC
needs to accept the fact that
they don't run this campus, and
there are always ways to get
around "shady" rules like this
one. It's too bad that the sororitit>.S' social lives will be dictated by the IFC after this coming
Tuesday when the Alpha
Sigma Alpha sorority and the
MSU BasebaU team host the
baddest blowout mixer of all!
Drew Graeter ·
Prospect
Cory Alexander
O'Fallon, Ill.
MSU Baseball and Sigma Chi

.

If you looked up the term In Villrinia a boy was susparanoia in the dictionary, pended for bringing a "lethal
you would he referred to the weapon" to school in the
US education system. i say fonn of toenail clippers. Cor·
this because of the wave that teet me if I'm wrong, but I
has overtaken America's don't recall seeing anything
- - - - - - . educa~ora, about people being "clipped•
and made to death in the news,
In
them
a
These things aren't just
My
laughing national. Back at my fonner
stock due to school in Paducah, Converse
Opinion
their insecu- tennis shoes, and Starter
rity,
and jackets have been banned
stupidity.
due to fear of gang implicaIt all tions.
began when
After all of these soon to be
a 5-year--old criminals have been punboy kissed a ished , one wonders what
echoolmate will be ~xt. Per.haPJ!I a atuEDDIE
on the play- dent will be brought up' on
ground, he racketeering charges after
GRANT
was labeled tossing a coin to see who bats
Staff
a sex offend- first a a neighborhood baseWriter
cr. Then a ball game. Ot: maybe a firstgirl was suspended from grader will be expelled for
school after she asked the prostitution after asking
teacher if she could use a other students if they want
knife to cut up her lunch. I'm to lay on his blanket at nap
sorry, but when a man can time.
•
get away with stabbing two
I mean it boggles the mind
people with a knife, and a to think where this trend
~rl gets suspended for want~ could lead, but it iB a sad
ing to cut up her lunch, state of affairs when the
something is wrong with innocence of cllildhood is
society.
mistaken as criminal behavIn yet another case, a girl ior.
was accused of drug dealing
There is a possibly justifiafter it was reported that she able reason behind all of
gave her friend a Midol this: The afore mentioned
tablet. First of all, if she was fear of gangs. I can undera real deal~r, why would she stand that, but suspending'
be going to school in the first 5-year-olds is going to
place? Also recently, another extremes, in any case. I just
.five-year-old bad a month- hope that this wave breaks
long suspension suggested before I have to worry about
after bringing his mothers my children losing their
beeper to school , simply innocence for these life
becausP. he liked the noise. lessons.
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l-.·o uld bring business

town will grm~~ I came
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but people can go

into the area. This

here f or the small

opposed to
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the way things are.
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Love at first sight makes columnist
Have you ever met someone
who has made you nervous at a
glance? A person that puts your
life, and your once-crazy perception of it in a different light.
If you have, I'm sure that event
and vision is crystal clear, but if
not, keep on
.---------. living as if
In
tomorrow is
My
your last day
on this blue
Opinion
marble we call
Earth.
You
may be the
next
lucky
one.
We 11.
this summer,
me-yeah me the guy who
MARK
naively
D ORR
thought that
Columnist
emotions were
only for those
have
who
doilies on their coffee tables,
actually found a girl that
changed his life.
For years now I have been a
cynic. You know, one of those
guys who doesn't believe that
any relationship is worth having for more than two months.
Two months and the unrealistic
romantic scene I often envision
on the movie screen directly
behind my forehead fades to
black.
That was true until} accidentally met a girl at a baseball

game this past summer. Immediately a vibe was present. You
know the vibe. It consists of
just a trace of uneasiness
between the two people as they
feel each other out. Trust me, if
the tension is not prevalent
from the outset, send the relationship on a one way street to
nowhere.
For one week, I had fun doing
absolutely nothing. In this
case, nothing entailed playing
tennis, viewing the city from a
hillside, sitting in a deserted
pub and playing some hoop in
the driveway.
People live for relationships,
remember - I explained this to
you earlier in the year. However, as a society we are
inevitably looking for something better, but later on realize that the grass isn't always
greener on the other side. Until
recently I was true believer in
that grass theory.
You know, sometiJDeS life
hits you in the face and you
realize that maybe you have
mistreated the people and
places you enjoyed to selfishly
pursue dreams that will only
end like they began, with a
whimper. In case you can't follow storylines I will help you on
this one, but not again. Needless to say I never called the
girl once I arrived here, but
upon reflection I think I will
tomorrow. Maybe she ~ill for-

give me? What do you think?
show because they are too
The above is all a true story cheap to buy a belt, hemorso don't snicker behind my rhoids, or the people who keep
back. From this experience I a sandwich half in the plastic
learned that if you have the bag while eating it. You know
urge to seek her or him out do that type!
so. Stop being so self absorbed,
My big life altering experisuck it up, and make the move. ment involved me refusing to
It doesn't burt that bad. By the watch news related shows and
way, when you reach your reading all newspapers for one
twenties sex for the sake of just week. Except the The Murray
having sex loses its appeal.
State News because I love the
Ha! Fooled ya'. Mal1rats, cartooning. The Bus was still
Brodie, LaFours, Stan Lee, Sir- your best work, cartoonist.
agusa, Earl, "damn that's hot."
I know this revelation came
I'm back. I passed the first at a time when election fever
storyline past a few friends and was striking America, but I figthey said that if I began to ured what better time than the
write sincerely and about news- present. I 1ik'e reruns of Urkel
worthy subjects no one would and "The Dukes of Hazzard"
read my column. So I decided to better than Channel 6 news
make a concession and try both anyhow. How does Ron Beaton
for a change.
do that with his eyebrow?
This is Clive Walton and I'm
I'm a journalism nut who
Marvin Randleman and we are enjoys reading and writing, if
film makers.
you can believe that, but I
If you are one of the hundred recently have found myself
people who have come up to me becoming increasingly para·
in the past week and told me noid. At first I tried to attribute
you rented the movie Mallrats, the recent emotions to my
or tried to and found the upbringing, my mom always
shelves were empty, I commend told me I was a loser, or the fact
you.
that I am growing ear hair, but
Now, in my quest for under- that wasn't it. I had pulled my
standing how the world has toupee off running the gamut of
shaped the person we all know possibilities until I finally setand love (me) I undertook tled on the media. The media
another experiment this past had forced me into a state so
week that I must tell you about. outrageous that I became too
No, it does not involve a movie, scared to open the front door or
people who let their butt-cracks eat cereal. The milk may have

wo~der

come from a mad cow. How current religions actually
'bout that ebola (flesh eating involve the true God and all the
disease) cereal. Get it, bowl a rest of .us have been tricked?'
cereal.
Just a quick thought-provoking
I know if you are steadfast in question. Question is the operayour religion there is no reason tive word here. Maybe Scoobyto worry about each day, but to Doo should try to solve the mystell you the truth I want to tery .
enjoy life without worrying that
Well, since I didn't saturate
ifl eat too many hot dogs in one myself with news for the week I
month I may drop dead. I became happy in my own little
mean, I have seen and read world, and trust me - it's small.
more reports on cholesterol, I was a carefree person whO
fries with mayo please, warn- went skinny dipping in a
ings that smoking is not good muddy pond and for rides in
for you, and the startling real- the country while listening to
ization that you may choke on my Wham CO ("Wake Me Up
canned Spam if you do not chew Before You Go Go"), without a
it 27 times and chase it with care in the world. How many
grape Kool-Aid.
people had been shot, stabbed,
Since I dislike people who and were assisted by Dr.
preface every questionable Kevorkian was not an issue.
statement with "I'm very reli- How many newfound ways I
gious but.. ...." I will save you can get cancer never even
that formality and simply state crossed my mind as I spit chew
that no matter how confident I out
the
window
which
am that I believe in the right inevitably wound up on the
god I have still been scared silly front of my flowery sorority
by the media.
shirt because of the wind.
And while we are on the subWithout news of how bad the
ject so many love to discuss 1 country has become I could
will throw this one out to the actually look at the stars, smell
masses. Religion; why is one the fine scent of nature and just
right and better than the other; sit on my front gate and watch
Everyone believes that their the world go buy. Man, people
religious beliefs are the right drive a lot of pickups here.
ones.
It was nice but I was lacking
Well, who's to say you have one thing. I had a little left over
chosen the right one? I know room in my small world for that
faith will be the obvious answer girl that I never called back.
here, but does one of the many Maybe someday.

Minority students help MSU
If you look around Murray
State University, you will see
Thai women with long, dark
hair, Korean men, and colorfully

have become the nation's fifth
largest service-oriented generator of income from overseas.
More then 452,000 international
d r e s s e d students contribute more than
....---- ---. african-ameri- $7 billion annually to the US
cans with their economy and balance of trade.
In
unique hair Countries all over the world
My
t>tyles, in addi- want to import educational serOpinion
tion to other vices by sending their students
American stu· abroad and the United States is
dents . As you their first choice. As the largest
walk
from exporting countries for educabuilding
to tional services. the United
building, you States accounts for more than
will overbear a 50 percent of the estimated for·
variety
of eign student enrollment in the
accents
spoken
top six countries.
WllAWAN
The impact of international
ANECMUDCHAU N
by them, so
many
that students on regionally is similar
Guest
even a native to that nationally. Studies indiColumnist
American can· cate that for every 53 interna..__ _ _ ___, not catch what tional students attending a unithey speak at first hearing. versity, the surrounding region
They are international students gains about $500,000. This
whoso numbers increase year amount does not include dollars
after year. At present, there are spent by international students
about 280 foreign students, from for tuition, fees, books, insur58 countries around the world, ance, travel and expenditures
enrolled in MSU undergraduate for dependents.
Currently, although fewer
and graduate programs. In
addition there are 100 attending than 1 percent of international
the English Language Institute • students in the U.S. attend KenNot only do they bring about tucky colleges and universities,
cultural interaction, contribut- Kentucky gains an estimated
ing to global harmony, but they $36 million annually from their
also bring a large amount of presence.
At MSU, international stumoney with them to pay for
their educational services here. dents constituted more then 4
US colleges and universities percent of its 1996 spring semes-

ter total enrollment. Almost all
of them are full-time students
and the majority of them pay
out-of-state tuition, $1,000 more
than local students. In addition
to the dollars spent on university tuition, fees and books, the
present 480 international students at MSU contribute $4.5
million to the community
through the purchase of housing, food, transportation, restaurants and insurance.
These expenditures necessitate expansion and business
start-ups. More manpower will
be employed and additional
facilities, and equipment will be
provided for them at their costof-living expenditures.
International students therefore have contributed immensely to the growth in output, earnings and employment in the
United States through their
addition to aggregate demand in
the US domestic national and
regional economies. Despite the
various spending activities of
the international students,
mostly for goods and services in
the region, they have no way to
earn money because of the
restrictions of the work-permit
law. From this economic aspect,
they are true givers, not takers.

Wilawan Jing Anegmudchalin
is a graduate student from Thailand.

Marijuana, one very useful crop, should be legal
George Washington
and and nets, hunting nets, ladders,
Thomas Jefferson grew it on bridges, helmets, buckles and
.--------, their
lands. baskets. While legalizing all
drugs in the United States needs
Thomas
JefferIn
son believed it to be researched, marijuana
My
to
be
of should be legalized now for eco" ... paramount nomic reasons.
Opinion
importance as
If 6 percent of the land today
an agricultural was cultivated with marijuana
based crop, as and used for biomass (biologicala means of ly produced matter) for an enersupport
to gy fuel, all our country's current
numbers
of demands for fuel and oil could be
people, hence met, thus reducing the need for
it is preferred fossil fuels, which are estimated
)UDY
in a populous to be depleted by 80 percent in
fLETCHER
country." As 10 years. This is a crop that can
Guest
an envoy he grow in rotation with food crops.
Columnbt
brought quali- It can also grow in locations that
.___ __ ___, ty seeds back are unsuitable for food crops.
Dave Seber, president ofC & S
form France for cultivation here
Lumber
in Harrisburg, Oregon,
in the United States.
The American colonists were is researching ways to replace
encouraged to grow it . Marijua- wood fiber with industrial hemp.
na, or hemp, was a multi-use Other research is being conductcrop and an easily renewable ed in textiles, cosmetics, foods,
resource. It was drought resis- and as a diesel fuel for the seed
tant and could grow in varied cli- oil. Countries such as South
mates. It:; uses included cloth, Africa, Canada, New Zealand,
thread, cordage, fishing lines Austria, Australia, Germany,

-

and Scandinavian countries are
currently involved in pilot programs involving the production
of hemp, the same plant form
which marijuana is cultivated.
China already allows the production of hemp. Holland produces
hemp flax and Amsterdam has
the first ecological hemp store.
There are currently 1,000
stores with hemp products available today' in the United States.
This number doubles every four
months.
In addition to industrial, medical reasons should also be considered as reasons for legalizing
marijuana. The side effects from
the treatment of AIDS are often
lessened by marijuana use.
These side effects include loss of
appetite, nausea, headaches,
depression and disorientation.
Patients with cancer and with
spinal injuries have also benefited from marijuana use. It is a
low cost and therapeutic solution.
Some of these people locate
marijuana thr~ugb buyers clubs.

These clubs range in size from 10
members to more than 1,000
members and often rely on donations for support. One club in
Philadelphia provides 14 grams
(half of one ounce) to its members every other week. Club
members present a note from a
physician or a case manager
stating their diagnosis and what
other medications they are taking.
In 1977 President Jimmy
Carter
recommended
the
decriminaliz~tion of marijuana
because "far more harm is done
by marijuana prohibition than
by marijuana use." In Ohio,
until this year growing one plant
for personal use was a third
degree felony, a "trafficking"
charge, with up to three years in
prison. As of July 1, a new law
now makes it a minor misdemeanor with a maximum penalty of a $100 fine and a six
months driver license suspension for someone caught cultivating 99 grams or less (approximately three ounces). Cultiva-

tion of200 grams or less (approximately seven ounces) has been
reduced to a fourth degree misdemeanor. If a person has been
convicted of the minor misdemeanor he or she does not have
to report it when applying for a
job, a driver's license or when
testifying in court.
Part of the reason for- this
change in the state's law came as
a result of a demonstration by
Thomas Salazar of Sandusky,
Ohio, and John Hartman of
Cleveland, Ohi!>. They demonstrated to legislators that a 20pound live marijuana plant.
after being dried and trimmed,
yields less that one pound of
smokable material.
Ohio's new law also contains
wording that directs a presump·
tion against prison time for the
above listed instances and allows
for a medical defense 1f the person possesses a note from their
physician stating that he or she
would prescribe marijuana if it
were legal to do so.
In the United States 70 million

people have smoked marijuana.
The prevalence of marijuana use
among high school seniors
peaked at 60 percent in 1979.
Currently there is no conclusive
research that marijuana is
addictive or that it leads to
becoming addicted to drugs.
Marijuana became illegal in
1937 because of its "violent effect
of the degenerate races/' referring t{) minorities who used it
recreationally. This law was
originally opposed by the American Medical Association. No evidence was ever presented to validate the reason for the law.
Enforcing this country's laws
involving criminal drug abuse
cost the taxpayers $75 billion
each year, an amount of money
that cannot be grasped. In 1982
a gram of cocaine cost $470.
Today it costs $120. It is time to
look at America's "war of drugs,"
and in particular, its war on
marijuana.

Judy Fletcher is a graduate student from Murray.
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Bank endows $250,000 to MSU
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BY REBECCA D OUTT
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

The University business community is benefitting from a
recent endowment of both a
new center and new programs
in the college of business and
public affairs.
In 1995, Peoples First Bank
of Calloway County made a
$250,000 pledge to Murray
State University.
The pledge will be paid in
five annual installments of
$50,000, the second of which
was paid earlier this month.
Dannie Harrison, dean of the
college of business and public
affairs, said the money will be
used for the college's new Center for Banking and Finance.
The center is currently being
organized and has already
begun to develop.
"We have seminars for area
financial-type people," Harrl-

CHE meets
Nov. 10-11

son said. "We have those in the
works now."
Harrison said other programs and projects will begin
as the center develops and
other financial sources are
made available.
"We're going to go out and
seek additional funding, .. he
said.
"The MSU Foundation will
be the agency we go through
""ith the funds, and these funds
will be invested,., Harrison
said. "It's an ongoing project."
The
MSU
Foundation,
according to 'a pamphlet issued
by the University, "administers
gifts, planned and deferred
gifts ... and ensures that the
stated objectives of the donor
are met."
Any contributions given to
the Foundation are monitored
by the Joint Investment Committee.
The Interest from the funds

will be used to ~enefit the community.
"The earnings from those
funds will be used for seminars
and other projects for the local
community as well as for the
University community."
Also there will be training
seminars and scholarships
available through the earnings
from the endowment.
"We now have $100,000 in
the endowment," Harrison
said. "We're outlining what we
want to do with the funds."
Steve Story, president and
chief executive officer of Peoples First of Calloway County,
said the pledge is a gift to the
University that will ultimately
help both the University and
the community.
"We are a corporation of significant size in this region,"
Story said. "In Murray State
University's primary market,
we're the largest bank holding

company. We have a significant
presence in Murray."
"We have a citizenship obligation, and our board knows
that, and they make an effort
to fulfill that," he added. "We
feel like the level of contribution fits who we are and our
standing in this region."
Story said he hopes Peoples
First's
contribution
will
encourage other businesses
and corporations to make additional contributions to the center.
"If we could motivate a few
other corporate citizens to tack
on to this, it would certainly
help Dannie Harrison and the
business college," he said.
Harrison said he hopes the
center will benefit the University and community in new
ways.
''We want this to be something unique to our college and
the University."

New asset
New budget officer takes purse strings

STAff REPORT

The Council for Higher Education (CHE) will hold meetings on Nov. 10-11 in Frankfort.
The executive director's
report will address high school
graduation requirements and
emerging issues about professional engineering educaticm
in far Western Kentucky.
Other topics to be discussed
include institutional eligibility
to request degree program
approvals and student fees.
Several new offices have
been filled on CHE committees, as well as several vacant
committee chair positions.
The new officers will take
over during the next meeting
in November.
CHE meetings are open and
free to the general public.

BY BRIAN H ENSON
STAFF WRITut

It can sometimes be difficult for a business,
and in some cases universities, to find experienced additions to their staff.
However, Murray State has made an impressive addition to its "roster."
The University has filled its vacancy in the
Budget Officer position after a long and extensive search, hiring Carl Prestfeldt to take over.
After applying for the job several months ago
and interviewing in late September, Prestfeldt
was hired in early October.
He officially assumed responsibility on Oct.
30.
Prestfeldt's impressive list of credentials
include a Master of Business Administration
from Southern Methodist University, a Master
of Library Science from the University of Texas,
and a Bachelor of Arts from Columbia Univer-

sity.
He also holds a CPA license.
He has worked for an accounting firm and
two government agencies over t he past ten
years.
Before coming to MSU, Prestfeldt was the
Chief Business Officer at the University of
Texas-Periman Basin in Odessa, Texas for five
years.
"My main jobs a re to produce the yearly operating budget and to file appropriations requests
with t h e state every two years," P restfeldt said.
Upon being asked about the school's budget
situation and if there were any obvious problems in the system, he said, "None yet, but it's
early. 1'11 have to get familiar with the system
first."
Ptestfeldt's experience with these various
financial tasks and responsibilities has made
him very familiar with the problems facing universities and businesses of all kinds and sizes.

12:24 a.m. A malfunction in the Public Safety office set off the fire alarm.
12:44 a.m. A malfunction in the Public Safety office set off the fire alarm.
12:51 a.m. A malfunction in the Public Safety office set off the fire alarm.
1 :31 a.m. A malfunction in the Public Safety office set off the fire alarm.
3:37 a.m. A malfunction in the Bus1ness Building set off the fire alarm.
818 a .m. The contractor at the Regional Special Events Center reported
a break-in at a trailer.
12:25 p.m. An auto accident was reported at the facility management
compound. No injuries were reported.
2:56 p.m. The fire alarm was set off at Elizabeth College.
3:53 p.m. An auto accident was reported behind the Curris Center.
4:38 p.m. An auto accident was reported at Stewart Stadium.
10:23 p.m. An auto accident was reported at the Expo Center.
November 2

1:31 a.m. Richard C. Duckworth was arrested for driving a vehicle under
the influence.
3:45 a.m. Eugene Aura and Maxim Cirenka were arrested for alcohol
·intoxication.
5:13 a.m. Christopher Bindwald was arrested for OUI.
8:40 a.m. An auto accident was reported near Hart College.
9:43 a.m. The Applied Science Building reported vandalism to a lock on
the door.
10:29 a.m. A hit and run accident was reported.
8:46 p.m. A citation was Issued to Justin E. Cook for reckless driving.
November 3

2:13a.m. LeviS. Worley was arrested for alcohol intoxication in a public place.
4:03 a .m. A noise compliant was issued on the 2nd floor of Hart College
for loud music.
12:08 p.m. A student in Hester College reported harassing phone calls.
1:06 p.m. A student reported vandalism to her car while parked near the
Curris Center.
November 4

10:12 a .m. Vandalism to a lock on a door at Blackburn Science building
was reported.
11 :39 p.m. A window was broken in the stairwell door at the north end
of Richmond College.
11 :50 p.m. A noise complaint was issued by Hester College.
NovemberS

12:14 a.m. Matthews Grant Minton was charged with OUt.
12:26 a.m. A smoke detector set off the fire alarm at Richmond College.
3:49 a.m. A smoke detector in the 2nd floor of Springer College set off
the fire alarm.
11 :36 a.m. A complaint was issued to skateboarders in the General Services dock area.
3:16p.m. A smoke detector was reported in Blackburn Science Build·
in g.
November 6

10:29 a.m. A vehicle towed for parking in drive behind Blackburn Sci·
ence Building. The vehicle was creating hazard.
11 :36 a.m. An auto accident was reported in the Curris Center lot.
7:44 p.m. Franklin College off1cials reported that a heat detector had
been tom from the ceiling on the first floor.
7:49 p.m. An ambulance was dispatched to Racer Arena to treat an
Injured student. Student was transported to Murray/Callaway County
Hospital and was treated and released.
•

Information for Police Beat was gathered and compiled by the Murray
State News staff from materials available to the public at the Public Safe·
ty office.

would like to remind all
MSU students t·o shop at
Kroger for great savings
for Thanksgiving.
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Panhellenic makes Constituency Day shows student
major changes in involvement, support on campus
fraternity events
BY jAkE BURGESS

BY SARAH WIGHT
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

In an effort to help sororities
balance their time, Panhellenic
Council, representing MSU's
five national sororities, recently passed four proposals.
The proposals passed are: a
limit of two days of participation in each fraternity event, a
requirement that fraternity
spirit judges be at events to
judge by midnight, the elimination of queen and line dance
competitions and limiting both
fraternities and sororities to
one philanthropy event per
year involving participation
from Greek organizations.
Meredith Major, president of
Panhellenic said the proposals
were brought before all the
sororities for discussion before
they were voted on by Panhellenic. The new rules will go into
effect next semester.
"It was not in any way to
eliminate our participation in
these events. It just takes so
much time and energy that the
girls were getting run down
and did not have enough energy to do it all," Major said.
Major estimated that each
girl spends a minimum of two
or three hours each day at each
fraternity event. With numerous events requiring participation this fall it was becoming a
problem for the sororities.
"We have to limit ourselves
within our sorority," Jennifer
Malone, vice president of Panhellenic said. "We have other
things we have to do in our
sorority other than the fraternity events. This will spread it
out a little more evenly."
Shawn Smee, president of
InterFraternity
Council,
agreed that sororities had a
legitimate concern about the
amount of time spent at the
fraternity events.

"I definitely think that a lot
of hours were being put in by
the sororities in preparation for
these events," Smee said. "I
think since we started so late
all the fraternity events got
pushed back and they all started to stack up on each other.
It's been a really bad fall and I
think that added to it."
The new rules resulted in
some
misunderstandings
between sororities and fraternities.
"One of the biggest problems
was that IFC and the fraternities resented the rules being
passed without anyone coming
to us to discuss the problem,"
Smee said.
"At first I think the fraternities were a littl~ confused and
upset because of the lack of
communication between Pllllhellenic and IFC," Major said.
"Once we spoke to IFC and
explained our reasoning to
them I think they understood.
They just wished they had
some options to work with."
Smee said the restrictions
will impact fraternities' future
plans for their events.
"It hurt a lot of their traditions," Smee said. "Some of the
older fraternities on campus
have been doing their events
the same way for 20 or more
years. Now they're going to
have to restrict what they do."
However, the new restrictions have resulted in better
communication between the
Greek councils said· to Major
and Smee.
"If anything we have more
communication now. It has
improved relations internally,"
Smee said.
The groups plan to hold joint
meetings between Panhellenic
and IFC and have an allGreek retreat Nov. 15 and 16 to
talk about issues and concerns.

STAFF

Final Results ...

Wama

Parking, voting habits and the residential college system were three areas
discussed in the recently-released Student Government Association constituency report.
The constituency report was initiated
last semester by Shannon Hall, the
senate chair of public relations and
publications committee, to find out
what topics are important to students
on campus via survey. After compiling
the topics, Hall gave the list to SGA's
members for their consideration.
Hall said the results give SGA ideas
on how to deal with any problems or
suggestions on the minds of MSU students.
A 14-percent improvement in participation by students was shown over last
year. SGA received 1,154 surveys from
students.
The surveys were passed out by SGA
representatives on Oct. 2 and collected
at tables placed in the Currie Center,
Winslow Dining Hall, the residential
colleges, and many of the educational
buildings.
The results indicated that 75 percent
of the students surveyed want more
parking spaces on campus.
Information about the residential
colleges system was also cultivated
from the survey. Responses showed
that 35 percent of students are participating in the activities in the residential colleges.
Additionally, 94 percent of the students surveyed said they would recommend their friends to live in the residential colleges, with 84 percent saying
they were an important part of campus
life.
About 83 percent of the students
were registe'red for the national election, and 42 percent voted in the SGA
election last spring or this semester for
freshman senators.
Only 36 percent of the students
reported using the declining-balance
option off campus at Papa Johns Pizza.
Hall said he would like to see similar
surveys for student feedback taken
every semester.

The following are the results of the Constituency Day questionnaires given by the Student
Government Association. Freshmen, sophomores, juniors, seniors and graduate students
were polled on several different questions.

Approximate number of surveys
collected In each area:

Winslow Cafeteria
Cums Center
ReSidential Colleges ·
Business Building
Wells Hall

WUson Hall

FacultY Hall
I&T BUilding
Bladcbum Science

120
1 02
350
74
60
120
155
120
53

1154

Yes

Number of surveys collected from
students In each college:
Business & Public Affairs
226
Education
152
Fine Arts & Communication 182
Humanistic Studies
99
Industry & Technology
171
Science
217
Undecided
107

1154

Total

No

No Answer

Do you feel like a part of the campus community?
Freshmen
Sophomores
Juniors
Seniors
Graduate Students

98%
87%
75%
74%
49%

9%
14%
15%
26%
12%

2%
0%
4%
1%
2%

Would you recommend Murray State to a friend?
Freshmen
Sophomores
Juniors
Seniors
Graduate Students

107%
96%
89%
89%
58%

3%
6%
4%
8%
5%

1%
0%
1%
3%

1%

Do you participate In activities sponsored by your residential
Freshmen
Sophomores
Juniors
Seniors
Graduate Students

53%
34%
21%
18%

22%

coli~?

47%
65%

0%

1%
1%
1%

79%
80%
75%

3%

Do you use your Racer card at oft-campua locMiona? (I.e. PaPII JOhne, Pockets)

Sehlora

37o/o
25%
22%
2i%

~Students

31%

Freshmen

Sophomores
Juniors

Source: SGA Constituency Report

Jon

Lowry/Graphics Manager

Informational Meeting

Tuesday, Nov. 12
Curris Center Theater
5· - 6 p.m.
For more· information
call:

•

....~.. .....

-...

Kathy Hillyard
or
Lori Rowlett
at the
School Relations office

762

2896

*Students must have completed 24
credit hours to apply.
*Must have 2. 75 cumulative G.P.A.
If you ca.nnot attend, applications may be picked up
in the School Relations office, First Floor,

Sparks Hall.
t

rom the office of Veteran Affairs
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It happens every year. It is just as much a part of the holi days as stuffing and eggnog. Average Americans wake up on Jan.
1 five to seven pounds heavier than they were at the beginning of
the holiday season.
During the holidays it may be tempting to abandon all
efforts of weight control, but you'll be sorry later. According to
Woman's Day magazine it takes twice as long to get rid of unwanted holiday pounds as it took to pack them on.
What most forget is that there are ways to get through the
holidays without gaining weight . All it takes is willpower, self-control and these helpful hints.
-

10 Tips for Low-Fat Eating
1. Select skinless chicken and turkey, fish and seafood
instead of fatty meats.
2 . Bak~. broil, or roast meats instead of fry ing them or
preparing them wjth heavy sauces.
3. Use non·stick sprays or cookware.
4. Try several non-fat products until you find your per·
sonal favorites. Today, there are non-fa t cheeses,
yogurts, cookies and cakes.
S. Limit your consumption of nuts, oils, butter, margarine, mayonnaise, salad dressings and peanut butter.
6. Try fruits, fruit ices or non-fat yogurt for dessert.
7. Eat more starches such as grains, beans, and root
vegetables. These will help fill you up.
8. Choose less saturated fats and use monounsaturated
fats like olive oil and canola oils as your main sources
of fat.
9. Learn t.o use seasonings such as fat-free butter-flavored powders and low-fat dressings.
10. Steer clear of croissants, butter rolls. pastries,
doughnuts, biscuits and most dinner yeast rolls.
Source: The Calorie and

Fat Counter

S1nart eating, exercise 1nake New Year happy
8 Y SLONE H UTCHISON
COUfGf LIFE EDITOR

If you are one of the millions
of Americans who makes the
typical New Year's resolution
to lose weight stop wasting
your resolutions.
Most holiday pounds are
packed on needlessly. The
secrets of surviving the holidays and still fitting into your
clothes a,re simple.

Bring your own dishes
If you are invited to a holiday
gathering and you know there
...,;n be lots of fattening foods,
bring your own. Offer to whip
up a fruit salad or a veggie tray
with low-fat dip. You can
indulge without guilt, give others a chance to eat healthy and
help out your host or hostess.

Eat off a plate
Not that you are not civilized,
but foods you can eat out of a
bag or grab by the handful
make it easy to consume Jots of_
calories without ever realizing
it. Serve yourself a reasonable
portion of snack foods and put
the rest away.

Don't shop hungry
Just as you should not go grocery shopping on an empty
stomach the same goes for holiday shopping.
Have a snack before you head
out the door so you are not
tempted by chocolate chip cookies the size of your head and
other food court temptations.

Do n't skip exer cise
Exercise burns calories and
reduces
holiday
stress.

Addressing hundreds of Christmas cards and making seven
dozens cookies is tiring work,
but it is not exercise. Our bodies need sustained cardiovascular exercise to really burn fat. If
you are not able to make it to
the gym1 take a walk or play
outside with the younger members of the family.

Beware of fat-free
Just because a food is labeled
fat-free does not mean you can
eat as much as you want. Fatfree foods are still high in calories and often contain a great
deal of sodium.
Eat tat-free foods moderately.
Reward yourself by having less
of the real thing. Consider
sharing those fattening ~;weets
or other foods with a friend.

Give yourself a break
Okay, so you ate three dozen
cookies1 licked the frosting bowl
and devoured half the bowl of
snack mix, as Scarlett said,
"tomorrow is another day." If
you have a slip and overeat it is
not necessary to deprive yourself for the rest of the season.
Take an extra long walk and
remember to do b~tter next
time.

Wear the right cloth es
Elastic waistbands and oversized shirts can be your worst
enemy during the holidays .
Wear clotl)ing made from less
forgiving fabrics and with buttons and zippers.
These will let you know when
you have reached your limit at
the buffet table.

Planning key to curbing holiday hunger
politely refuse or, if you must
eat something fattening, eat a
COLLEGE liFE EDITOR
very small amount or better yet
The season for spending time say you want to take some
with family and friends is home, you don't have to eat it."
rapidly approaching.
Wright also suggests sending
The time we spend with those a list of healthy snacks and
we love is often centered alternative ingredients home to
around a well-stocked dinner or the cook in the family so they
buffet table, and, unfortu- can prepare healthy foods for
natley, this often leads to you in advance.
overeating.
"Send home a lis t of things
Tis the season to be jolly, but that you want to eat that mom
if you are not cautious you may may not think of," Wright said.
look like St. Nick after the hol- "This can help the entire family
idays are over.
eat healthier over the holiParties and family gather- days."
ings are intended to be social
Wright s aid some high-fat
functions. Rebecca Wright, a foods people need to watch out
registered dietician for the for over the holidays are such
Murray-Calloway County Hos- things as margarine or butter,
pital, said socializing is the cream cheese, sour cream and
most important part of holiday nuts. These ingredients are
gatherings and should be often hiding in rich holiday
emphasized above and beyond desserts and you may be eating
all else, especially food.
a great deal more fat than you
Wright said there are several realize.
tricks people can use to keep off
Wright said it is essential for
holiday · pounds while still people to remember to eat from
the food pyramid during the
enjoying the festivities.
"'People sometimes think that holidays jus t as they would any
if they don't eat what people other time of the year.
offer them they are being rude,
"Your
basic
foundation
but that really isn't the case at should be from the grain group
all," Wright said. "It's o.k to which includes breads, rice and
BY SLONE HUTCHISON

pastas and you should build on
that with the other four groups,
especially the fruit and vegetable groups," Wright said.
Wright said young adults are
often most deficient in the vegetable and fruit groups and
need to take special care to see
that they get the recommended
servings each day.
"These two groups are the
hardest to get enough of
because they aren't quick and
easy," Wright said.• "You can't
go through the drive-thru at
McDonalds and pick up an
order of steamed broccoli."
It is important to keep yourself hydrated during the holiday season. Wright said people
often think they are hungry
when they are actually just
thirsty. She suggests drinking
a glass of water, fruit or vegetable juice, such as V-8, before
a meal.
"Probably the best advice you
can follow is not to go anywhere
hungry," Wright said.
She suggests following a regular schedule of eating
throughout the day such as a
healthy breakfast and lunch.
You should never starve yourself during the day thinking

you'll make up for it later that
night.
"Drinking a glass of water
and eating a handful of pretzels
or a bagel before you leave is a
great way to keep from overcating once you get there," she
said.
The buffet table, is also a
huge obstacle that many holiday party goers must overcome.
Wright suggests approaching
the buffet table with the attitude that you are not going to
try just a little taste of everything. Little tastes add up and
soon your plate is piled with a
mountain of rich, fattening
foods.
"Eat what you know is the
most healthy thing on the buffet ," Wright said. "Go for the
turkey and the vegetable dishes and then choose one dessert
that you really want."
Wright said although people
should be mindful of what they
are eating it doesn't mean they
have to deprive themselves of
all holiday foods.
"By eating sensible and normalJy and planning ahead you
can ef'\joy the holiday season
without paying for it at the first
of the year."

D1\lLY FOOD GUIDE PYRAMID
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Following the food guide pyramid is an effect ive way to insure
healthy eating throughout the holiday season and the rest of
the year. Teenagers and young adults should take special care
t o get t he recomm ended servings of fresh fruits and vege ta·
bles e ach day.
Source: The N.ttional Dairy Council
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skills to make the jump at the
South Eastern Missouri Skydiving Club in Charleston, Mo.

In an effort to increase
involvement in the residential
college system, Dr. James
"Corky" Broughton looked to
the "sky as the limit."

Before the jump, everybody
watched a 15-minute informative video as part of a training
exercise.

B Y JENNIFER POTIER

The group then performed a
tandem jump from 12,000 feet.
Each student accomplished a
30 to 45 second freefall and a
six to seven minute float in the
air by attaching their harness
to Hubbard.

Broughton, residential head
of Hart College, supervised a
skydiving adventure with faculty member, Dwayne Driskell
and three students, Natalie
Olsen, Kristopher Durfee and
Carolyn Terret.

Driskell, a professor of agrijumped first.

Broughton heard about the
skydiving opportunity from a
student whose father is a member of a skydiving club.

How does pizza sound? Good? How about
free pizza? Better? Well, here's your chance
to get some of the pie for only ~nnies, literally.
The National Residence Hall Honorary
(NRHH) is hosting Penn~ Wars in the residential colleges Nov. 4-22. All proceeds go
to the United Way.
The college that collects the most money
overall will be awarded a plaque, while a
collective pizza party will be given to the
floor or wing of each college with the most
positive points.
A positive point is earned for each penny
collected while one negative point per cent
value is amassed for silver change and
paper money.
"There are going to be jugs per floor or
per wing, however your residence hall is
set up," Jenny WyerB, Residential College
Association (RCA) Pre,sident said.
'Ib have a chance of winning, participants

"'t's not like anything else,"
he said. "I really ef\ioyed it and
I'd definitely do it again."
Terret, a sophomore from
Hickman, enjoyed the adventure as well.
"It's like the biggest rush,"
she said. "It's the most exciting
thing I've ever done. I was
scared, but it was worth it."

Hussong represents athletes

P roceed s from r esidential college
Penny Wars fund United Way agency
STAff WRITER

Driskell has been mountain
climbing and white water rafting, but he said skydiving was
the best experience.

Broughton is planning future
"I went first to tell the others
what it would be like," he said. jumps for experienced and
"On the ground, they asked me first-time skydivers, but the
Senior rigger and tandem how it was and for the frrst first four participants will be
master, Stan Hubbard of East minute I didn't say a word. I known as charter members of
Prairie, Mo., provided the stu- just couldn't find the words to the Hart College Sky Diving
dents with the equipment and describe it. It was pretty awe- Club.

Senior rigger and tandem master, Stan Hubbard assists Natalie Olsen, a junior from Hurray, with
the skydiving jump that some members of Hart Resldentail College participate d In recently.
·

Bv SHEUEV STREET

c~lture,

some."

lete orientation, offered
at the beginning of each
semester.

BY SHELLEY STREET
STAFF WRIT£R

will want to fill their jugs with as many
pennies as possible while putting silver
change and paper money in competitors
jugs to knock down the pointS of the CQmpetition.
~I jugs will be located•in the main offices
of the respective residential colleges.
"1 remember 1ast year, here in Clark, we
had a big to dQ withjuat.tbese wars on the
floors and we were throwmg five bucks m
and stuff like that," Wyers said.
NRHH's goal every year is to raise
$1,000, Last year. they raised just under
$1,600.
The jugs will be collected weekly and the
competition standings will be posted in
each of the colleges after the money is
counted and :rolled by NRHH members and
their advisers.
"They roll pennies for boUJ.'S and hours,"
Wyers said.
So, here's a great chance to get rid of
some loose change and feel good about
yourself at the same time.

The "dumb jock" stereotype
may soon be a thing of the past.
Karl Hussung, faculty athletic
representative, said the stereotypes surrounding athletes no
longer apply.
Hussung has served as faculty athletic representative for
27 years. lt is his job to determine whether Murray State
University athletes are academically eligible to participate
in sports.

"Years
ago, we just
h ad to look
and see if
HUSSUNG
they'd earned
24
hours,
period," Hussung said. "It didn't matter what they were or
whether they applied toward a
degree; they just had to earn 24
hours."

Hussung also compiles athletic scholarship packets for
athletes.

This year, the initial eligibility requirements for athletes
rose substantially.

Now, athletes with an ACT
Currently, athletes must
take 24 hours per year that will score of 17 must have a 2.5
count toward their program of grade point average instead of
the 2.0 GPA required last year.
studies.
Hussung said he feels the
Seventy-five percent of their increase in the GPA requirecredit hours must be earned ment has reached its limit.
during the fall or spring terms.
"I don't see the standards
They must also attend an ath-

being increased any more, significantly," Hussung said. "I
think they've gone about as far
as they can go with it."
Hussung said he supports the
University's new policies on
academic standing for its athletes and thinks t hat a focus on
academic integrity is paying off
for the athletes themselves in
the long run.
"Across the nation we've seen
an increase in graduation rates
because of the tougher standards," he said.
Last year, Murray State had
a total of 230 athletes. Of those,
62 qualified for the Commisioner's Honor Roll. The average
grade point average of Murray
State's athletes is 2.556.
Hussung said there have
been several changes in the
athletic program since he has
worked for the Univ?rsity.
"It's a lot different than it
used to be," Hu'ssung said.

Fall Shoe Sale
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The Bureau of Labor and Statistics reports that the
median annual salary of those with a professional
degree such as an MBA, MA or MS is $67,131
compared to $34,666 with only a bachelor's.

Join the growing number of students entering a
graduate study at Murray State. Give yourself
a better opportunity for:
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2.

Greater flexibility and more rapid
career advancement.
A higher beginning salary that remains
with you throughout your careers.
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Use this coupon to rent one movie and get a second
movie qf equal or lesser value FREE.

L!mit one free rental per customer account. Not valid vtit.h any other offers.
Membership rules apply. Offer valid at Murray store only.
Offer expires November 17, 1996.
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COLLEGE LIFE
Campus organizations lend
Needline program helping hand
BV BttANOI WILLIAMS
REPOITER

•

Students •going around coll~ng food? Has the cafeteria
beep;·closed? .No~ the Needline pl'Ogram is liolding food driVes
and the st'!ldents of Murray St$te ~ . giving a helping hand.
.Needline program is a nonprofit organization which
help& t»rovide people short-term help with (:eJ'tam ·items ~t
they migllt: ~ such as medicine, help with paying rent, ut.U·
ity billa, or food.
There is.alSo a new program that helps provide.loans for people who would rather payb~ek what tliey borrow. Needline is
also a United·Way .ncy.
~. pro~ has several food drives and every spring they
hold a.golf tournament fund raiser as well.
Many organization.a on campus have collected food f'oJ: the
NWdliiie program. For the past seven yeal'S, the Youth Age!lcy
Adininistration, a part of the American Humanics Depart,..

n.e

ment. ~ · been collecting food for Project Harvest.
class teaches student& to plan and do programst ~
of'tbe American Humanics Department. "We teal·
ized there was: a~ so the 8tudents orp~ a food drive...
Several•aorori.t ies. 8Uch as Alpha Sigma Alpha,, have also
,

~e

~ We~

helPed plan fOOd drives.
~~ knew they needed the. help and I felt that we could help
molj as a sOrc>nty tha,q 1.\S indlvidu.Qla,- eaid Stefanie Kelly, a
chaplain at. .Alpha Sigma Alpha who o~ed the drive.
•
Needline has also received help from the athletic department,
student& from the ntlrSing pto~. ~d several ~dential col·
Iepa.

Mr. MSU
Contestants in the 1996 Mr. MSU Pageant, sponsored
by the Alpha Omicron PI sorority, dance to the opening number. (above) Sarah Curd judges one of the
talent acts. (left) Mike Arnett, senior from Murray,
was crowned Mr. MSU. (right) Brian Henson, graduate student from Mayfield, won the crowd appeal
award for his comedy style.
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EYECARE SPECIALTIES
-Specializing InFull Scope Optometry·
Including Diagnosis &
Treatment of Ocular Disease
Designer Eyewear All Types of Contacts
In Office Lab Professional Service
20% Off Prescription glasses, sunglasses and
contact lenses with MSU I.D. coupon
8:30a.m.- 5:30p.m. Monday- Friday. Saturday by appointment. 759·2500 308 S. 12th St.

L

FROM TEE TO GREEN AND EVERYTHING IN BETWEEN

Dr. Kevin M. Adams

------------

*Does not include professional fees, disposable/ frequent replacement contacts, or other discounts.
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PROFESSIONAL GOLF MERCHAHDJSE

v:~

Lynxl~·i

f<?.yg,......

mllaon

Taylor Made

We carry over 60 brands of golf balls, golf shoes by
Dexter, Foot Joy, Etonic, and Nike, apparel by Nike
and Reebok, and equipment for men and women.
Gift Certificates available

Lay-A-Ways Welcome
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MAKE A DIFFERENCE...

"Ransom"

YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE.
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Tom Cruise

NUTTY MISSION:
PROFESSOR IMPOSSIBLE

IN THE LIVES OF PEOPLE IN OUR COMMUNITY
NOW WHILE EARNING 3 HOURS OF COLLEGE CREDIT!
YAA 290 (CURRENT TRENDS AND ISSUES IN COMMUNITY SERVICE PROGRAMS)
IS AN ELECTIVE THAT PROVIDES YOU TIIE OPPORTUNITY TO DO SOMETHING ABOUT
IMPORTANT ISSUES THROUGH COMMUNITY SERVICE.

You may volunteer at a number of locations in Murray and Calloway County, including:

@

Tuesday, Nov. 12
Call 753-8084 to reserve your copy!!!
Monday thru Thurs y
Af..L TAPES & Games

2 ro:r · · ~~

@

@

YMCA
Senior Citizens Center .
Southwest Elementary School

@
@
@

Special Olympics
Senior Olympics
. • • many others

Register for YAA 290 this semester and earn 3 hours of college credit
while helping people in our community.
YAA 290

Current Trends and Issues

9:30 • 10:45 T & TH

in Community Service Programs

A MINOR IN YOUm. AGENCY ADMINISTRATION MAY ALSO DE CONSIDERED.
FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT:
ROGER WEIS. 108 CARR HEALTH BUILDING. TELEPHONE 762·3808
SPECIALAH SCHOLARSHIPS AND LOANS ARE AVAll.ABLE.
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'Showdown in Richmond'
OVC boils
- Il l
down to

NCAA 1-AA TOP 25
Team
Record
1. Marshall
9·0
2. Montana
8·0
3. Northern Iowa
8·1
4. Murray State
7·1
5. Troy State
7·1
6. Northern Arizona
8-2
8·1
7. East Tennessee State
8. Jackson State
7·1
9. Stephen F. Austin
6-2
10. Western Illinois
8-1
11. FloridaA&M
7-1
:12. Delaware
7-2
13. William & Mary
7·2
14. Southwest Missouri State 6·3
15. Furman
6-2
16. Villanova
7-2
17. Eastern Illinois
6·2
18. New Hampshire
6-2
19. Northwestern State (La.) 5-3
20. Eastern Washington
6-3
21. Indiana State
6·3
22. James Madison
6-3
23. Youngstown State
6-3
24. Eastern Kentucky
5-3
25. Dartmouth
7·0

MSU-EKU
BY MIKE 0HSTROM
SPORTS EDITOR

The Murray State football
team is well aware of its future,
as the Racers 'w rote "Showdown in Richmond" on the locker room chalkboard immediately following MSU's 41-3 victory
over Tennessee Tech Saturday
at Stewart Stadium.
Saturday's contest between
the fourth-ranked Racers and
No. 24 Eastern Kentucky in
Richmond could be for all the
Ohio Valley Conference marbles, and the Racers will have
to overcome a lot of history in
order to remain on the mark for
a Division I-AA playoff berth.
With a win over the Colonels
(5-3, 5-0 OVC), the visiting Racers (7-1, 6-0 OVC) would: 1) win
back-to-hack conference championships for the first time
since 1951; 2) be the sixth MSU
squad ever to beat EKU in
Richmond and the first since
1972; and 3) snap the Colonels'
23-game home winning streak
against conference foes.
Different people have different approaches to games of this
magnitude, though, and the
Racers are no exception.
After losing 49-13 to EKU in
1994, MSU head coach Houston
Nutt hopes that a win at Roy
Kidd Stadium, coupled with
last year's 17-7 victory over the
Colonels in Murray, will establish MSU as a conference powerhouse in the footsteps of
Eastern Kentucky.
"Everybody knows aoout
Eastern Kentucky, and the first
thing that gets you is the way
they go about things with confidence," said Nutt, who became
MSU's si.xth-winningest coach
(27-15 in four years) after the

OVC STANDINGS

Danny VoweiiNisual Editor
Freshman wide receiver Samuel Greer (6) fights to escape two Tennessee Tech defenders after
hauling one of his two catches In Hurray State's 41-3 home win over the Golden Eagles Saturday.

Racers' win over the Golden
Eagles Saturday. "Hopefully
that's the way we're doing
things in becoming a confident,
disciplined, good football team
ourselves."
Meanwhile, junior wide
receiver Reginald Swinton, who
caught six passes for 79 yards
in Saturday's rout of TTU, is
more focused on the immediate
future.
"I look at Eastern as the next
team on our schedule, and
they're in the way of our championship rings," said Swinton,
who reeled in five aerials for
107 yards and a touchdown in
last year's contest against the
Colonels.
The game will be a homecoming of sorts for Rob Reynolds.
The junior right guard, who
transferred to MSU from Kentucky after playing high school
football 90 miles north of Richmond in Fort Thomas, aims to

make an impact for the Racers
in front of his family and
friends.
'
"rve got 30 people coming to
see me pla.y Saturday,"
Reynolds said. "I haven't been
in a game this big since high
school, and hopefully everything will fall into place.'~
Virtually everything did fall
into place as MSU demolished
TI'U. The Racers amassed 25
first downs and season-highs of
291 yards rushing and 565
yards of total offense while
holding the Golden Eagles to
four first downs and and 132
total yards.
•
Junior tailback Anthony
Downs gained 100 yards rushing for the second consecutive
game, carrying the ball 18
times for 111 yards and three
touchdowns. Junior placekicker
Rob Hart closed within two
field goals of the OVC's singleseason records for field goals

and kick scoring. The Racers
also evened their turnover margin for the season by forcing
five 'I'TU fumbles and three
interceptions.
The lone clouds on MS'Us
win were the four interceptions
thrown by senior quarterback
Mike Cherry, who still managed to complete 19 of his 34
passes on the afternoon for 266
yards. Nutt is confident his
team captain, who struggled
following MSU's bye week, will
bounce back in the Racers' most
crucial challenge of the year.
"With a week off, you always
worry about timing, and Mike
didn't play as
well as he is
I
capable of playing," said Nutt,
who has watched Cherry lead
MSU to a 14-game conference
winning streak. "Every time he
goes out there, he wants to
score, and nobody hates intercaptions more than he does, but
he's a competitor, and the big-

OVC Overall
Team
W L W L
Murray State
6 0 7 1
Eastern Kentucky 5 0 5 3
Eastern Illinois
4 1 6 2
Tennessee State 3 2 4 4
Tennessee Tech 3 3
4 4
SE Missouri St.
2 4
2 6
Middle Tenn. St. 1 4
3 5
Tenn.-Martin
1 5
1 7
Austin Peay St. 0 6
0 9
LAST WEEK'S RESULTS
Eastern Kentucky 30, Tennessee State 10; Murray State
41, Tennessee Tech 3; Ten·
nessee-Martin 7, Southeast Missouri State 6; Eastern Illinois 42,
Austin Peay State 7.
THIS WEEK'S GAMES
Murray State vs. Eastern Kentucky, noon.
Eastern Illinois vs. Southeast
Missouri State, noon.
Middle Tennessee State vs.
Tennessee-Martin, 1 p.m.
Tennessee State vs. Tennessee
Tech, 1· p.m.
Mike Ohstrom/Sports Editor

ger the game is, the more
focused he is."
In the Racers' 1995 win over
EKU, Cherry threw for both
MSU touchdowns and 328
yards on 17-of-24 passing.

Basketball squads Hitson ace in
hole for Racers
third in OVC ·polls
BY CHRIS )ONES
REPORTER

Simply put, Murray State's
Donald Hitson is a 6'1'\ 200pound bolt of lightning.
The Racers' senior reserve
tailback from Valdosta Ga., bas
been timed at
4.25 seconds
in the 40-yard
dash,
and
head
coach
Houston Nutt
is glad to have
Hitson's speed
as part of his
arsenal as the
HITSON
Racers chase
down a second-consecutive
Ohio Valley Conference championship.
"He's such an explosive player," Nutt said. "He's the fastest
guy on our team, and is probably one of the fastest guys in
the country."
Hitson is
putting up
respectable numbers in several
offensive categories. He is third
on the team in rushing with 56
carries for 302 yards, and is
fourth in total offense and allpurpose yardage.
However, · Hitson's specialty
is kickoff returns, having tied
the MSU record for longest
kickoff return with a 99-yard
touchdown against Western
Kentucky. He has returned the
ball nine times for a total of 331
yards, averaging 36.8 yards per
return, which would earn him a
tie as the number-one kick
returner in Division I-AA if he
had enough returns (10) to
qualify.
But what is perhaps most
impressive about Hits<;m, who
transferred to MSU from Geor-

Rainey, Minor named The road trip. ..
to All-OVC first-teams Following Sunday's exhibition against the St.

louis Express, Murray State's women's baa-,
ketbalt team wiU play 11 regular-season games
away from Racer Arena before returning home
Jan. 11 to face Austin Peay State.
Source: MSU Sports Information'

BY MIKE 0HSTROM
SPORTS EDITOR

As Murray State men's head basketball coach
Mark Gottfried introduced his 1996-97 squad to
the fans at Saturday's WBLN Racer Fan Jam in junior Matt Harris and 6'9" transfer Amell
Racer Arena, he saved the best for last.
Hamilton will vie for the power forward spot.
The player Gottfried skipped until the final
Another transfer, Chad Townsend, will
introduction was 6'4" swingassume the point guard duties, while sophoman Vincent Rainey, who was
more Darren Dawson, who won the Racer Fan
named to the All-Ohio Valley
Jam slam-dunk contest over Townsend SaturConference First Team at the
day, will get the nod at shooting guard.
OVC's Men's and Women's
Meanwhile, Eddie Fields and his Lady Racer
Basketball Media Day Tuesbasketball squad were rewarded with their trip
day in Nashville, Tenn.
to the semifinals of the 1996 OVC Women's
The Racers' lone returning
Tournament with a third-place selection in the
starter and only senior, Rainey
league's preseason rankings.
will be the barometer ofMSU's
MSU returns all five starters and eight letRAINEY
success now that the native of
terwinners from last year's 11-17 team that
Memphis, Tenn. is out of twoqualified for postseason play for the first time
since 1990, led by 1996-97 OVC Preseason
time OVC Player of the Year
Marcus Brown's shadow.
Player of the Year Stephaine Minor.
A 5'11" senior power forward from Madis"For years, I've been playing
behind somebody else, but now
onville, Minor finished among the top 20 in the
I have the chance to show I can
nation in scoring and rebounds, averaging doube a leader on a championship
ble figures in each category.
team," Rainey said.
"In the previous two years, you really had to
Gottfried was pleased with
irritate (Minor) to get her to play as hard in
his team's third-place selection
practice as she does in games, but she's worked
MINOR
in the OVC preseason poll
harder than ever this preseason," Fields said.
behind defending tournament winners Austin
Minor, who shot 69.4·percent from the field to
Peay State and Tennessee State, respectively.
gain All-OVC First Team recognition last year,
"We're the chaser instead of the chased," said will be aided by junior guard Shonta Hunt and
Gottfried, who has only 11 players on the roster 6'0" senior center Anjeanette Gilbert. However,
after losing seven seniors from last year. "Our Junior guard Misty Pierceall and 6'2" junior
biggest questions are depth and rebounding. center Mica Paige are battling injuries, and the
We lost a lot of people with size, and obviously Lady Racers must start the season on an 11we can't lose anybody ."
game road trip.
Rainey, who averaged 19.4 points and 6.0
The Lady Racers welcome the St. Louis
rebounds per game last season, will start at Express at 3 p.m. Sunday in Racer Arena, while
small forward. 6'11" junior college transfer the men's team host Athletes in Action at 7
Dennis Dahl will open at center, while 6'8" p.m. Thursday.
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gia Military College, is his versatility.
"We watched him and were
highly excited about him as a
defensive player," Nutt said.
Hitson saw action in every
game last season as a backup
defensive back, ranking fifth on
the team with 45 tackles. Even
though he led the Racers in
rushing at the team's spring
scrimmage, Hitson admits he
was tentative about the transition to offense, having played
defense throughout his career.
"At first, I use to joke about
it, saying 1 could play all kinds
of positions, but when the time
came and I made the move, I
was a little nervous," said Hitson, who was a USA Today
honorable-mention high school
All-American. "Playing tailback this year has been a learning experience, and it has been
a lot of fun."
According to Nutt, Hitson's
special qualities reach beyond
the playing field.
"He's someone our kids can
look up to," Nutt said. "He's got
a great attitude, has a very positive personality, and he stayed
in Murray all summer to run
and lift weigh'ts, which shows
how dedicated he truly is."
While enjoying his great
senior season, Hitson admits
that winning consecutive OVC
titles and making the playoffs
has been his team's goal from
the beginning of the season.
"It's fun because all we
talked about after last season
was, 'can we go back-to-hack?'"
Hitson said. "Last year we
knocked on the door for the (1AA Championship) but we didn't get in; this year we want to
get in and win it.''

Mter crew,
what's next
for MSU?
While the
Murray State Sports
football team Talk
will be vying
for back-tohack
Ohio
Valley Conference championships
for
the first time
in 45 years
Saturday in
Richmond, GREG STARK
another his- Reporter
toric event in ' - - - - - - - '
MSU athletics will occur at a
boat race in Louisville.
The MSU crew team will
take part in a regatta against
Louisville on the Ohio River,
marking the Racers' first meet
in club history. The developments of the crew team and the
University's rugby and fencing
clubs have increased participation in sports not usually found
on a college campus. However,
there are several other obscure
sports that are highly unlikely
candidates for new athletic
programs yet would still draw
a lot of interest.
Building on the word "crew,"
as in pit crew, we begin with
NASCAR. Yes, as the University of Nebraska will become the
first college to sponsor a Winston Cup car, MSU should
become the first to field an
actual NASCAR team.
A NASCAR team would not
be such a bad idea. NASCAR
could have been a factor in the
scant attendance at the Tennessee Tech-MSU game Saturday, as just over 6,000 fans
were watching the Racers
demolish a decent Tech team.
Many prospective fans might
have been in their warm, heated houses watching the
NASCA]. Slim Jim AU-Pro
race on WTBS.
Finding schools to participate in collegiate NASCAR
with MSU would not be a problem. Many schools in the South
would be eager to participate,
while many of .the schools in
the Carolinas would even have
easy access to NASCAR equipment.
Who would coach these
NASCAR teams? Why not former and present NASCAR drivers? Since MSU would be the
first to start a team, the Racers
would have the opportunity to
hire NASCAR great and Kentucky native Darrell Waltrip as
crew chief.
The home track for the Racers (the nickname even fits th'e
sport) would be Cutchin Field,
which would have to be
renamed Cutchin International Speedway.
The driver would be the person who has been ticketed the
most for speeding around campus, and the pit crew would
consist of ambitious students
who want to be mechanics
when they grow up, possibly
industry
and
technology
majors. Also, if there are
enough pit crew members,
MSU could enter a second car
in each race.
Another sport that should be
under consideration by the athletic department is miniature
golf. While some people take
their dates to the local PuttPutt to have fun and relax,
many people, such as I, sweat
over making putts to win a free
game or go dead-straight
through a windmilL
Qualifiers would consist of
putters who negotiate, in six
strokes, the tough par-4 fifth
hole at Maggie's Jungle Golf in
Draffenville. While I usually
master 17 of the holes at Maggie's, that hole always manages to ruin my round.
Other sports, such as racquetball, flag football and even
hunting and fishing certainly
have their roots here at MSU.
For now, however, 1 guess we
should concentrate on the success of the football team, the
upcoming basketball season
and, of course, the crew team.
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SCORECARD

Football

Volleyball

MSU 41, TTU 3

SEMO 3, MSU 2

Saturday at Stewart Stadium
Team
1
2
3
4
TTU (4·4, 3·3)
0
3
0
0
10 10 14
MSU (7·1, 6·0) 7
First Quarter
' MSU - Downs 4 run (Hart kick),
0:31.
Second Quarter
MSU - Downs 5 run (Hart kick),
10:59.
nu - FG Kelty 37, 6:41 .
MSU - FG Hart 26, 4:07.
Third Quarter
MSU - FG Hart 21 , 11 :02.
MSU - Downs 8 run (Hart kick),
4:43.
Fourth Quarter
MSU - McCann 4 run (Hart kick),
10:04.
MSU - Chairs 2 run (Hart kick),

Tuesday in Racer Arena
Team
1
2
3
4
5
SEMO 11
7
15 15
15
MSU
15
15
13 12
13
Kills - Southeast Missouri State
96 (Sebacher 24), Murray State 96
(Bridges 30). Assists - Southeast
Missouri State 87 (Meto 81 ), Murray State 88 (Hoffman 80). Aces Southeast Missouri State 4 (Meto
3), Murray State 3 (Hoffman 2).
Digs - Southeast Missouri State 94
(Sebacher 18); Murray State 109
(Hoffman 25). Blocks - Southeast
Missouri State 9 (Willrich 5), Murray
State 14 (Hoffman 4).
A - 279. T - 2:15.
Records: SEMO 20·6 (15·0
OVC), MSU 20.9 (10·5 OVC).
Saturday's scores: MSU def.
Morehead State 15·12, 15-6, 12·15,
15·12.
Friday's scores: MSU def. East·
em Kentucky 15· 10, 15·11 , 15·3.

5:00.
A- 6,193.
TTU
First downs
4
Rushes-yards
31·61
Passing yards
71
Return yards
44
Comp-Att
7-16·3
Sacked-Yards lost
3-12
Punts
8-334
Fumbles-lost
5·5
Penalties-yards
7·60
Time of Possession 27:47

MSU
25
51 -291
274
107
20-35-4
0-0
3-79

o-o
7-58
32:13

INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
RUSHING - Tennessee Tech,
Mcintyre 4- 19, Christian 4-19, Tillman 6-17, Caballero 6-6, Billen 9-4,
McKinley 1·1, Triplett 1·(·5). Murray
State, Downs 18·111 , McCann 11·
83, Hitson 9-61 , Cherry 3· 19,
Criswell1·15, Chairs 6-14, Newton
1·3, Hart 1-(-4), Swinton 1-(-11 ).
PASSING - Tennessee Tech,
Caballero 6·15-3 63, Triplett 1-1-o
8. Murray State, Cherry 19·34·4
266, Criswell 1·1·0 8.
RECEIVING - Tennessee Tech,
Hill 2-44, Christian 2·11 , McKinley
1·6, B. Taylor 1·2. Murray State,
Swinton 6-79, Jones 3-49, McCann
3·27, Johnson 2-23, Greer 2-20,
Downs 1·45, Pollard 1-13, Branch
1-10, McDermott 1·8.
MSU ALL-TIME WINNINGEST
COACHES
1. Roy Stewart (12 years) 60-33·11
Bill Furgerson (11)
60·49·4
3. Fred Faurot (8)
43-29-3
42·23-2
4. Frank Beamer (6)
5. Carlisle Cutchin (6)
37-11·4
6. Houston Nutt (4)
27·15-0
7. Don Shelton (7)
26-41-3

Cross Country
'
OVC CHAMPIONSHIPS
Saturday in Martin, Tenn.
Men's Team Standings: 1. Eastern Illinois, 40. 2. Morehead State,
45. 3. Eastern Kentucky, 63. 4.
Murray State, 123. 5..Southeast
Missouri State, 153. 6. Austin Peay
State, 176. 7. Tennessee Tech,
193. 8. Middle Tennessee State,
204. 9. Tennessee-Martin, 215. 10.
Tennessee State, 268.
MSU Individual Results (8 km):
9. Keith Jared, 26 minutes and 23.2
seconds. 10. Jason McKinney.
26:23.6.31 . Brad Mason. 28:07.1.
33 Todd Duff, 28:18.4. 40. Jeremy
Sobecki, 28:37.1. 47. Chris Ruga,
29:19.6. 48. Keith Clemons,
29:24.5. 54. Tony Jonas, 30:21 .6.
Women's Team Standings: 1.
Eastern Kentucky, 29. 2. Southeast
Missouri State, 59. 3. Eastern llli·
nois, 67. 4. Morehead State, 97. 5.
Tennessee Tech, 131. 6. Tennessee-Martin, 171 . 7. Murray
State, 200. 8. Austin Peay State,
Middle Tennessee State, 230. 10.
Tennessee State, 281 .
MSU Individual Results (5 km):
25. Phyllis Jackson, 20 minutes
and 11 .3 seconds. 35 Ashley
Lubbehusen, 20:52.4. 43. Renee
Haley, 21 :23.3. 47. Tiffany Leech,
22:04.4. 50. Stacy Pintar, 22:41 .7.
61 . Laura Bohanon, 24:20.2. 63.
Jennifer Hengehold, 25:19.9.

Sports Calendar
FRIDAY
Men's Tennis -Intercollegiate Tennis Associat1on Region Ill Qualifier in
Knoxville, Tenn.
Volleyball- Middle Tennessee State vs. MSU at 7 p.m. in Racer Arena

SATURDAY
Rifle - Walsh Invitational in Cincinnati
Men's Tennis -ITA Region Ill Qualifier in Knoxville, Tenn.
Crew - MSU vs. Louisville in Louisville
Football - MSU vs. Eastern Kentucky at noon in Richmond
Volleyball- Tennessee Tech vs. MSU at 1 p.m. in Racer Arena
Rugby- Vanderbilt vs. MSU at 1 p.m. on the intramural field behind
Winslow Dining Hall

SUNDAY
Rifle - University of Kentucky Invitational in Lexington
Men's Tennis -ITA Region Ill Qualifier in Knoxville, Tenn.
Women's Basketball - St Louis Express vs. MSU at 3 p.m. in Racer
Arena

TUESDAY
Volleyball- MSU vs. Tennessee State at 7 p.m. in Nashville, Tenn.

THURSDAY
Men's Basketball - Croatia vs. MSU at 7 p.m. in Racer Arena
Tech; Rick Kaye, Eastern Illinois.

Basketball

OVC 1996-97 WOMEN'S
PRESEASON POLL

OVC 1996-97 MEN' S
PRESEASON POLL

Team (flrst·place votes)
Points
1. Middle Tennessee State (13) 154
2. Tennessee Tech (1)
128
3. Murray State (3)
115
4. Eastern Kentucky (2)
110
5. Tennessee State
101
6. Austin Peay State (1)
94
7. Southeast Missouri State
71
8. Eastern Illinois
59
35
9. Morehead State
10. Tennessee-Martin
33

Team (first-place votes)
Points
1. Austin Peay State (17)
160
2. Tennessee State (1)
139
132
3. Murray State (2)
4. Middle Tennessee State
105
5. Tennessee Tech
92
6. Southeast Missouri State
88
7. Eastern Kentucky
72
8. Eastern Illinois
48
9. Tennessee-Martin
41
10. Morehead State
23

PRESEASON ALL-OVC
First Team
Bubba Wells, Austin Peay State,
senior (Player of the Year); Monty
Wilson, Tennessee State, senior;
Vincent Ramey, Murray State,
senior; William •suer Eley, Southeast Missouri State, junior; Nod
Carter, Middle Tennessee State,
senior.
Second Team
Jason Johnson. Tennessee
State, sophomore; Lorenzo Cole·.
man, Tennessee Tech, senior; Ayl·
ton Tesch, Middle Tennessee
State, senior; Carlos Bess, Eastern
Kentucky, senior; Colby Pierce,
Austin Peay State, senior; Reggie
Crenshaw, Austin Peay State,
junior.
Honorable Mention
Joe Sibbitt, Austin Peay State;
D9ug Wyciskalla, Morehead State;
Demarko Wright, Tennessee-Mar·
tin; Marty Thomas, Eastern Kentucky; Chris Turner, Tennessee

PRESEASON ALL-OVC
First Team
Stephaine Minor, Murray State,
senior {Player of the Year); Laphelia Doss, Eastern Kentucky, junior;
Amber Clark, Tennessee Tech,
sophomore; Jonelda Buck, Middle
Tennessee State, senior; Connie
Swift, Tennessee State, senior;
Simone Caldwell, Austin Peay
State, senior.
Second Team
Amanda Behrenbrinker, Austin
Peay State, junior; Leslie Van Win·
kle, Tennessee Tech. senior; Jessica Beaty, Middle Tennessee State,
senior; Barbora Garbova, Eastern
Illinois, junior; Sarah Miller. South·
east Missouri State, sophomore.
Honorable Mention
Trina Goodrich, Eastern Ken·
tucky; Cortney Neeley, Middle Ten' nessee State: Kim Palmer, Southeast M1ssouri State; Carlita Elder,
Middle Tennessee State: Christy
Hicks, Tennessee-Martin; Jan
Siebert, Morehead State.

Washers sti ll
Susan Glore
DJennifer Parker
Tori Squires

75¢

Monday-Saturday 8:30 a .m .-11 p .m .
Sunday 9 a.m.-11 p.m.

&
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Sports
Notebook
Stephaine Minor and Antho ny Dow ns are the Racers of the Week.
Minor, a 5' I I" senior forward from Madisonville, was
selected as the Ohio Valley Conference's Preseason Women's Basketball Player of the Year at the conference's Basketball Media Day Tuesday in Nashville, Tenn. Murray
State's women's .basketball team was picked to finish third
in the league's preseason poll after reaching the ovc
Tournament semifinals last year, and Minor placed in the
top 20 nationally in points ( 19. I) and rebounds (I 0.8) per
game in leading the Lady Racers to an I 1-17 record.
Downs, a junior tailback from Charleston, S.C., surpassed the I 00-yard mark for the fourth time this season
and second time in as many games during Murray State's
41-3 drubbing of Tennessee Tech Saturday at Stewart Stadium. The OVC's Offensive Player of the Week and second-leading rusher, Downs gained I I I yards and three
touchdowns on 18 carries and also rumbled 45 yards on a
screen pass against the Golden Eagles.

Murray State is one small step closer to having NCAA
men's and women's soccer programs with the University's
SGA committee looking into the subject.
SGA Senator and White Hall Representative Kip Roberts,
who is also a committee member, said the committee will
study the feasibility of starting the programs. Roberts said
the study will take some time, so MSU students should not
expect either team to materialize overnight.
Roberts believes a minimum of a year will be required to
tie up all of the loose ends that would be required to create such programs.
Roberts said anyone with questions concerning the sport
or interested in committee meetings should contact Tom
Richter for more information.
Chris Hayde n, Eric Gressm an and Raoul Bax will
represent the Murray State men's tennis team at the lnterC()IIegiate Tennis Association Region Ill Qualifier. which
began Thursday and will continue through Sunday in ·
Knoxville, Tenn.
Head coach Mel Purcell is proud of his three Racers who
qualified for the fall tournament, and is excited about their
chances.
"I expect them to play well;' Purcell said. "It would be a
plus for the program if they won a few matches."

Hair Studio
753-3688
Monday- Friday 8 a.m.- 6 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

1 70 1 Hwy. i21 By -Pass

Belinda Vandergriff

Walk-ins welcome

• The Sisters of A~

I
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Visit us on the World Wide Web at
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HOMPLACE RESTA
CATFISHSPECIAL
Friday & Saturday S-8 p.m
Plate lunches everyday
Buffet Daily 11 a.m.-7 p.m.
Open 4 a.m -8 p.m . Monday-Saturday
5:30a.m -3 p.m. Sundny

w, deliver!

759·3 136

721 S, 12th St.

$1 off with MSU ID

To subscribe to IDDNet calll-800-455-16o8

Congra lations

:.:Rebecca Ro,d ell
ALA
Senior
Sweetheart

Sunday, Nov. 12 1-5 p.m.
JOIN EVERYONE AT PIER

1 FOR REFRESHMENTS

AND DOOR PRJZES.
PLus ..• IN-STORE sPECIALS oN HouDAY GtFT

HoME DEcoRATIVE AccESsoruES;

THEATERS

University PltrZ.Il ...

on ChtStnut Slrett

Friday November 8th, Midnight
$300 w!Student ID
4 (? 0

lie

I
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SEMO continues IDastery of Racers
1

Melissa Bridges' career-high 30 kills.
"We were mentally and physically
ready for this match, so 1 expected us
to come out strong," Bowlin said.
MSU had numerous chances in the
third and fourth sets to put away the
Otahkians; however , SEMO never
panicked, climbing out of a 13-10 hole
in game three and erasing a 12-6
deficit in game four.

crowd of 279 op the edge of their seats
before the Otahkians slipped by MSU
11-15, 7-15, 15-13, 15-12, 15-13.
The Racers came out ofthe dressing
room and took the fight to SEMO. who
remain undefeated in OVC play. MSU
captured the first two games behind a
stingy defense and an overpowering
offensive attack, led by outside hitter
Chandra Brashers and middle hitter

BY j ASON YATES
REPORTER

When the top two teams in a conference go head-to-head, an entertaining
match should be expected.
Tuesday's epic marathon between
second-place Murray State and Ohio
Valley Conference leader Southeast
Missouri State kept the Racer Arena

The inspired Otahkians claimed
game five to complete the comeback.
"We had so many chances that we
did not finish," Bowlin said. "Tonight
should have been our night."
In the losing effort, junior setter
Kristi Hoffman broke her own school
record with 80 assists.
The Racers (20-9, 10-5 OVC) will try
to refocus for a crucial conference bat-

tle with Middle Tennessee State at 7
p.m. Friday in Racer Arena.
MSU needs to win its final three
conference contests to assure itself of a
favorable seed for. the upcoming OVC
Tournament, whieh the Racers will.
host Nov. 22-24 in Racer Arena.
"We are a good team, and hopefully
we will come out with more fire for the
rest of the season," Bowlin said.

McKinney, Racers
falter at OVC meet
BY CHRIS jONES
REPORTU

Danny Voweii/Visual Editor
Hurray State rugby club members muss a Fort Campbell players hair and knock the baJI out of his
grasp, but the Racers still fell 45-10 Saturday on the Intramural field behind Winslow Dining Hall.

Rugby club stumped 45-10
BY EDDIE GRANT
SPOilS STAFF WRinR

Murray State's young rugby
program was handed another
setback last Saturday as a
strong visiting Fort Cnmpbell
club defeated MSU 45-10 on
the intramural field behind
Winslow Cafeteria.
Fort Campbel1 psyched up for
the game by doing the "·hokeypokey" before erupting to a 290 lead at halftime.
There was a scary moment
for the Racers during the first
stanza when Chad Pruitt
injured his wrist in a tackle.
"I was the only one back
there to get him, and when I
went to tackle him he fell,
bending my hand all the way
back over my wrist," said

Pruitt, who did not return for
the second half after suffering
what was later diagnosed as a
sprain.
Things got better for the Racers in the second half, as Lyndon Hepburn broke free for .a
Murray State try, bringing the
score to 29-5.
Fort Campbell would add two
more tries before Steve Thomas
scored the Rocers' second and
final try of the game with less
than two minutes to play.
"I am very upset that many of
our key players didn't show up,
especially since it was a home
game," said team president
Josh Andrews. "Many players
had to play outside of their regular positions, and so we didn't
get the ball to our backs as
quickly as we should have. "

TWO STEEL BUILDINGS · (1) 40x20
wu $5,650 will sell for $2,200, (1)
40x50 was $9300. will eeK for S5580 In
storage, never put up. Blueprints 1nclud·
ed 800-292·0111.

PERSONALS
Hey Guys! With a little billy smile, I'm
Impressed with your nttte bU1y choice of
music In this little billy town , Veaheell

FUNDRAISER· Plan now tor nellt
semester Motivated groups needed to
earn $500+ promoting AT&T, DiScoYer,
gas and rata~ cards Since 1969, we've
helped thousands of groups raise the
money they need. Call Gina at
(800)592·2121 ext.110. Free ·CD to
qualified callers

Congratulations Adelle Farrell for mak·
ing the dance team.

At41 Banana Fest wua a blasl Thanks!
S•sters of A r 6.
Congrats to my 18 Mr. MSU 's! I'm very
proud of you. Thanks lor mailing last
week so much funl Julie B.

Thanks Tiff & K•m tor a great Parenra

FOR SALE

Sig Eps· We didn't forget you! You did·
n't get off that luckyl We're just w811ing
for the right timet Love, The Incredible
Eight

Mobile Home t2x65 2 bedroom, 1 bath,
14ll20 deck, wet bar, electric heat,
24x32 garage. Good references $400
month. One month deposit on Kentucky
lake. 15 miles from Murray 502·354·
8221 .

Brunch.

" Many players had to
play outside of their
regular positions, so
we couldn,t get the
ball to our backs as
quickly as we
should have.
"

227-4734 or 502·228-4969.

20120 WITHOUT GLASSES! • Safe,
rapid, non-surgical, pei'ITI8Il8llt reetora·
lion 6-8 weeks . Airline pilot developed ..
Doctor approved Free Information by
mall: 800-422·7320, ext. 213, 406-961·
5570,
fax
406·961·55n.
http://www.vlslonfreedom.com. Satisfaction goaranteed.

HELP WANTED
AIRLINES NOW HIRING· Domestic &
International staff needed! Flight allen·
dents, t•cket agents. reservatiOns.
groUnd craw + more. Excellent travel
benefotsl
Call
1·208·971·3690
ext l55381

ot Aro

1989 Jeep Cherokee 4·Dr.. 2 WO, 6
cyl .. Call alter 5 p.m. 759·0513.

Danlelle· You're awesome! Thanks lor
everyth~ng. Love Mindi

STEEL BUILDING SALE • •Rock bot·
tom prices!' Go dil'eci. Save up to 40%.
Example: 25x40 $2.34<l.OO; 30x50
$4,788.00; 40x60 $6,944.00. <l7x90
$9.988.00; 70x120 $23,944.00. Others.
Ends optional. Pioneer 800-668·5422.
BE YOUR OWN BOSS • Large profit
potential processing Insurance ctaJms
and blllrng for healthcare providers.
Software purchase required. No eJCP&rience nec8&88ry. Fmanclng available.
http://www.samsi.conv'800·'722·SAMS.

AIRLINES NOW HIRING· Domestic &
International staff needed! Right etten·
dants, ticket agents. reservations,
ground crew + more. Exceftenl travel
benefits!
Call
1·206·971·3890
ext.L55381

CASH FOR HOME OWNERS • Cred1t
problems understood. No applicabon
fee. A6 low u : $10,000 tor $95 a
month, £25.000 for $239 a month,
$40,000 for $382 a month. Axed rates
800-669·8957.

DRIVERS· J.B. Hunt's wi!Ung to pay for
the best dnvera In the industry. Beg•nning February 25th, drivers With 1 year
expenence will start earmng .37¢ to
.40C a mile. Call. 800·2JB·HUNT. EOE.
Subject to drug screen.

WOLFF TANNING BEDS • Tan at
home. Buy direct and savel Commercial
or home units from $199.00. Low
monthly payments Free color catalog.
Call today 800.842·1305,

HAROLD IVES TRUCKING HIRING
DRIVERS • Free driver tralnlng ...•f you
qualify. Students welcome. Experience
pay up to 28c per mile Excanent oonefrts. 800-842.0853

2 BEDROOM MOBILE HOME • located
Imperial Mobile Home Park, In Frank·
fort, price· $1.800.00. Please call 502·

DRIVERS, OTA ·Advanced Distnbulion
System. $1,000.00 Sign·On·Bonus

Julie- Happy Belated' Sorry I missed ill
LO\Ie your Big
Julie· Mr. MSU was great! Thanks 100
much lor everything you did. We love
youl L011a, your sisters
We want to thank Fran & her committee
on a wonderlut 1o0 with Paranrs ban·
quet. • your siS1ers of Ar.\
Congratulations Deidra Holcomb, lor
being selected to Ordor of Omega and
let a great Family weekend . L011e, your
sisters.

NOTICE
FrM T·Shlrt + $1000 Credit Card
fundralsers lor fratemllies, sororitiel. &
groups. Atry campus organization can
raiSe up to $1000 by eaming a whop·
ping S5 001 VISA application. Call 1·
800·932·0528 ext 65. Qualified callers
receive FREET.SHIRT.
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DRIVERS EXP • 0/0, recent schOOl
grads. Builders Transport Is now hiring
In your area for our van, Aatbed & ded·
icated fleets. Call today: 800-762·1819,
DRIVER • $500 Bonus! Home weekly!
$800-$800 a weeki Transport America,
a leader 1n the transportation Industry,
needs COL qualified dnver& for regiOnal
and OTR runs. We can pay you well,
get you hOme weekly. and 11! you'ra
hired. olfer you a $500 bonus. This Is a
great opportunoty to start a great career.
Call 800-447·1211 today.
ATIN; EXPERIENCED TRUCK DRI·
VEAS DRIVE TO OWN! • $0 down/78¢
aU miles. Ownershop possible 1n 18
months. Avg. 10,()()()+ miles a month.
Company drivers: newer equopment
Competitive pay an<l benefrts. Can: New
Apple Unes 800·843·8308 or 800·843·
33&4 Madison, SO. MOn..fri 8·5 PM
Central. Calli
TRUCK OWNERS • Be home mo61
weekends, permanently assiQned trail·
era & excellent pay. Autumn Transport.
Inc. has lmmedoate openings for
owner/operator to pull hopper bottom or
end dump trailers. Unlimited potential
for ~river wdllng to work. Call for details.
800.328-1405.
COMPUTEAilNTEANET • Landmark
Commumty Newspaper&, Inc. ia seek·
lng an experienced web site developer/graphoc designer. Essential functions
Include layout and des•gn of on·hne
products, web programming, integratiOn
of newspaper&' content with the on-line
arena end management of database
end programs for vanous on-line prod.
ucts. Send resume, including compen·
&&lion history to: Joyce Ford, Landmark

San

I 006 Chestnut St.

f

7 days a weel<

9 a .m . to I 0 p.m.
r;~·;.-~~;·'_.l

DRIVERS OTR • One year+ expen·
enoe. up to 30¢ per mile, weekly pay,
lnsurahce fumlshed, 401K, assigned
tractors COL •A• w1th HazMat requ~red.
CaN Pat. Landaor Transport, Inc., 80().
593·8111

Brf(j,kfast. ·Plate lunches
w~ehes. Fish Dinners

MRS ANN
~-,~:Z:iii~~T:l'··~·,·:.:T:~

:i
-

Later in the half, Matarazzo again found

Limited openings for flatbed drivers.
Phone apps. approved in 2 hourtl 800·
646-3438, elCt. 1007. Owner-operators
welCome.

Homecookz

SEPARATED FROM YOUR LOVER?

You can corw·ol che desttny of your relationships
through the .111c1ent secrets ot psychtc power.

•

The first half was a constant back-and-forth
battle between the two teams before Regents
quarterback Bill Matarazzo connected with
Richard Hardy for a touchdown, and after a twopoint conversion, Regents led 8-0.

Granny's

Reveal Your Lovers Future!

HE~~
IN
M~n 11~~

It was not a pretty sight as Regents College
held off Hart College 15-0 in a flag football con·
test Wednesday at the intramural field behind
Winslow Dining Hall.

:'

_._. SPECIALIZING IN RELATIONSHIPS

::.

BY EDDIE GRANT

Josh Andrews
On a positive note, Andrews
said that when they got the ball
to their backs, the backs ran
the ball better than in any
other game thus far.
MSU will host the Vanderbilt
Commodores at 1 p.m. Saturday on t he intramural field
behind Winslow Dining Hall.

753- 9559
Monday - Saturday

5.a.m.- 8 m.

so we trained much harder this
year to do better but it just didn't happen," McKinney said. "It
felt like all that hard work was
for nothing, but I know its
going to have a positive effect
on us in the long run. We just
had a bad day, and it was a bad
day to have a bad day."
,
Senior Phyllis Jackson led
the women·s team with a 5000meter time of 20:11, good
enough for 25th place. Sophomore Ashley Lubbehusen finished 35th with a time of 20:52.
"Overall, we had a good season, and hopefully we have
learned from our mistakes,
because that's how a team
becomes more experienced,"
Doty said. "We've just got to
put that last performance in
the past and begin a new mission by preparing for the indoor
(track and field) season."

Hart passes miss beat
•
15-0 loss to Regents
ID
SPORTS STAFF W RITER

Retail Sales Associate Needed· United
States Cellular is looking lor aggressive
self·starters with retail sales experience
for a retail locabon in Murray. Unltecl
States Cellular offers excellent base
pay plus commis&lons. Cellular expen·
ence helpful but not required. Part·time
positions available. If you are looking tor
an opporturuty that matches your ambi·
tlon ... here's that opportun•ty. Please
come by the Murray otriC8 with your
resume; and ask for Angela Richerson .
906 A. South 12th St. Murray, KY 42071

AU the .-.r~ that made SLOB and lntor·
viewed We are plOud of you. • s1stero

Respectable migh t be the
best word to describe the performance turned in by the Murray State's men's and women's
cross country teams at Saturday:'s Ohio Valley Conference
championships in Martin,
Tenn.
The men's team placed fourth
with 123 points, 94 points
behind Easter n Illinois' 29
point-perforr:1ance, while the
Lady Racers, projected by head
coach Bob Doty to finish as
high as fJ.fth place, took seventh place with 200 point s.
Eastern Kent ucky ran away
with the women's title with 29
points.
"We didn't do as well as we
wanted to do, but we did finish
pretty respectably," Doty said.

"It was just one of those days
and I really don't know what
happened. It was just bad timing."
Keith Jared paced the men's
squad with a ninth-place finish
in the 8,000-meter race in a
time of 26 minutes and 23.2
seconds.
Defending OVC champion
Jason McKinney suffered from
cramps and finished in 26:23.6
to take lOth place.
"I really started hurting that
third mile, and from then on, I
just wanted to finish," McKinney said. "I was really glad to
see Keith up there with me, filling my spot. He really picked it
up for me."
After a great season, McKinney felt like the team's hard
work should have paid off at
the conference meet.
"Last year, we placed fourth,

Community Newspapers, Inc., P.O. Box
549, Shelbyville, KY 40066. Equal
Opportunity l:rnployer.
SALESION·LINE MARKETING • Land·
mark Community Newspapers, Inc. Is
seek•ng a marketing person lor on·llne
products for its community newspapers.
Euential
functions
include
developinglomplemenling strategies for
marketing on-fine products and services
and developong and sell1ng on·line prod·
uota and services. Send resume, includ·
tng compensation history to; Joyce
Ford, Landmark Community Newspapers, Inc. P.O. Box ~9, Shelbyville, KY
40066 Equal Opportunity ~Ioyer.

Hardy open in the end zone, and after the extra
point, Regents went into the halftime break
ahead 15-0.
"The team played well tonight, and Bill got off
some nice passes, a nd we won," Hardy said .
In the second half, Hart tried to battle back,
but too many dropped passes proved to be the
final blow. The Hart defense did manage, however, to keep the Regents offense from striking
again, forcing them to tum the ball over on
downs in each of their remaining possessions.
Regents' record improved to 3-2 with the win,
while Hart dropped to 0-3.

study. Free literature. P.C 0 1.. Atlanta,
Georgia, 80()..362·7070 dept. YYM742.
HAPPY JACK TRIVERMICIDE• Recog·
nlzed sate & effeclive agamst hook,
round & tapeworms In dogs & cats
Available O·T·C at Southam States.

COMPLETE WEDDING SERVICES! •
Smoky Mountain Wedding Chapels.
Rustic log, elegant contemporary. For·
mal wear, honeymoon rentals, photos,
music etc. Very affordable and beautiful. Free info. 800·262·5683.

TRAVEL
A BEAUTIFUL CANDLELIGHT OLO.
FASHIONED WEDDING • Smoky
Mountains near Gatllnb\Jrg, overlooking
river, horse·drawn carriage. cabins, . . . . . . .
jacuzzr, ordained minllllert. No tests or
waiting . Heartland 800-448-8697
(VOWS).

DRIVERS, NEW AIDER PROGRAM' ·
MARRY ON A MOUNTAIN · Be manied jlllll~~!lil~~~·~·~~
Industry leading benel1ts, great pay,
In our magnificent mountaintop chapel lr Pays To OISCD\Nl lhe Your [)fsa:wer CUd
Increase aner 90 days, late model consurrounded by trees & awesome views And s~ve Up To S251 To Apply Fet A Card.
venlionala. Teams and solo opportunl
of the Smokiest Pigeon Forgel For <All 1 • aoo - rr ·PAYS· TO.
ties. Con-Way Truckload Services 800.
p~..+v
555-CWTS. EOE. 800-555-CWTS • reservations 800·729-4365.
(2987). EOE.
A BEAUTIFUL CHRISTIAN MARRIAGE
atna$
7
• Gatlinburg's ortgmar wedding
WE NEED RESUMES • For reporters,
Chapels (since t980). Photography,
photograrhers and ad sales represen·
6 O&yt• All Mllll• r .... Pani.. •IIICiudN fu•
music, flowers, limos, Jacuzzis suites,
tatives I you have newspaper experi·
fireplaces. Weddings for any budget.
ence, or a journalism degree, send your
Rev. Ed Taylor 8()().346·2n9.
resume to: KPA • SCR. 101 Consumer
lane, Frankfort, KY. <l0601.
GET MARRIED. SMOKY MOUNTAINS
·Areas most beautiful chapelS, elegant
7floQhB·Ak•Halti•Srote$t50onf«<d &llnlD
DRIVERS, OTR • Teams & Singles,
white or cedar mountain top chapel,
Guaranteed home policy. No touch
gazebo, Christian services, complete
freight. No northeast. Min. 23, 1 year
arrangements, cabins. No tests or walt·
OTR, COL w/HazMat Paschall Tl'\lck
lng 800·893-7274
7~hls · "'• Holtl• 5av.$150011 food& Orinb
lines Inc. 800-848-0"05 EEO.

Bah

.,~,.
Crut•se·
$279

CanCUD $399

Jamatca
•

DRIVERS
EOE
MAVERICK
ANNOUNCES PAY INCREASE • Mav·
erick increases pay scale by
$1,000,000. Startmg 31 cents per mile.
Fuel bonus. OTR, home most week·
ends. Regional runs, home every week·
end. Tarp pay. 800-289-1100.
IF YOUR HEART IS IN TRUCKING,
CALL US • Covenant Transport, aver·
age 1850 mites, coast to coast runs.
Weekend recru1ter1 available. Experi·
enced drivers: 800-441~~- Graduate
students: 1100-338-6428.
BECOME A MEDICAL TRANSCRIP·
TIONIST • Opportunity to work at home
or In office typing for doctors. Home

f) on•da

$

419

A BEAUTIFUL CHAPEL WEDDING • In
$
the Smoky Mounta•ns. Gatlinburg's Ut·
tie Log Chapel. Charming, romantic.
Bordera nat1onal park. A dream wed·
1 Noghts ·Panama Cty, Daytona & COCOI S.~~eh
ding to lit your budget. 800·554·t451. Sprtnsllruk Travel- Our tOdt Ywl

:~:;VERSARY

_-_8_0_0_-_6_7_8-_6_3_8_6__,

RENEWAL & WED· ..__.
DING SPECIALS • At our lntomate Vic·
torian chapel In the Gatlinburg araa. Let
us plan your honeymoon or anniversary
getaway! 888-474-2328 Toll free .
AN AFFORDABLE AND ROMANTIC
WEDDING • In the Smoky Mountains.
Several weddong packages to Ch00$e
from. Beautiful honeymoon sUttes In
Gatlinburg. No waiting, ordained minis·
ter 800·619·3397.
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You could have
~dvertised your
Classified in this
spot!
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Program
seeks
• •
asp1nng
•
engineers

OPPORTUNITY

CHECKING IT OUT

Continued from Page 1

STAFF REPORT

Murray State's department
of industrial and engineering
technology has created a mentoring program aimed at area
high schools.
The program targets regional high school students interested in engineering or engineering technology careers.
Mentors assigned to the students will help the young people and their parents understand the differences between
variou:- engineering disciplines, the work perfonned in
each discipline and the day-today tasks engineers are
expected to accomplish.
Dr. Tim Philpot, associate
professor of industrial and
engineering technology, promotes the mentorship program
because it provides answers
about potential employers,
salaries and high school educational preparation. The mentor
can also address many university programs in western
Kentucky and nationwide that
can help students decide if an
engineering career will suit
their interests.
Students or parents with
any questions are invited to
write via electronic mail to
addresses listed below or call
(502) 762-3393 for general
infonnation or to schedule a
campus visit.
E-mail can be sent to:
• Mike Kemp - environmental engineering pollution
assessment and control, water
and waste water treatment
(m kemp@msum usik.mur-

Andy Lee/Senior Photographer
Darrell jones, senior from Albeq uerque, N.H., takes a m inute to study the works hanging in the Cunis Center Art Gallery.

suky.edu)
• John McLaren - electronic
and computer engineering,
instrumentation
(jmclaren@msumusik.mursuky.edu)
• Bill Palmer - manufacturing engineering, mechanical
engineering
(a35212f@msumusik.mursuky.edu)
• Tim Philpot - civil engineering,structures
(tphilpot@msumusik .mursuky.edu)

in and of itself. It went against
everything Dole had stood for
economically throughout his
entire career; and it showed on
the stump. He talked about the
program like a kid about a trip·
to the doctor - without much
excitement or conviction, and
with a grimace of pain painted
on his face.
Clinton was vulnerable, and
that is what makes it so hard
to bear for the GOP. The
administr ation was riddled by
controversy and scandal, poll
after poll showed the people
did not trust Clinton. and he
had shown no core convictions.
So the $64,000 question is:
Why was it not closer?
Dole was the wrong man at
the wrong time. He was too old,
too impersonable, too out of
touch with the common
American.
Clinton, no matter what has
been and will be said about
him, is one of the greatest campaigners in modem political
history.
Above aU, the economy is
viewed as stable. People just
are not as worried about losing
their jobs as they were a couple
of years ago. It is this perception of stability which, above
all, kept Clinton in office.
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Go Racers
Alpha
Sigma

Alpha
thanks

Trent
Fralicx
Man of
FOR SALE $750
111M Cornp~ubl<'
•
S86 4-RAM 640MB Hani Drive

the Year

•

WINDOWS 3.1 installed

Color Monitor
CD-ROM

the sister of

Tape Backup
3S & S-2.5 Drives
rro4Y 11> !:>'· ..W e«lf'la ~!""'~ mdilcml
Call John at 753-1905
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Congratulations
Brian Henson - Crowd Appeal
James E·a son - 3rd Runner: up ·
Tom Richter - 2nd Runner-up
Matt Price and Adam Haynes - 1st Runner-up

Mike Arnett .. 1996 Mr. MSU &
Winner of the legs· contest
Thanks to all who participated
and everyone who supported Arthritis Research.
Love, the sisters of A Oll

rmaybe y
If you have any interest in working
bring your Resume to Tlte N ews. We are now
positions for next semester.

